
F
ans were devastated to see

Michelle Visage recently

voted out of Strictly Come

Dancing and no one was more

upset than Michelle herself,

according to TV insiders.

After refuting claims she had

“stormed out of Blackpool”

“I went to the [after]party till

three” Michelle admitted she

was “gutted” not to

have been asked to

do the Strictly

live tour.

“At the end

of the day,

it’s going to

be a great

tour, I am

not going

to be on it.

I would love to.

I’m gutted. But

that’s the way it goes.”

It was her performance to

Madonna’s Vogue that saw

the Drag Race star kicked out

of the competition, and Michelle

is said to have felt “let down that

mainstream viewers didn’t get it”.

But while she may be internally

fuming at the BBC after being

an early favourite to reach the

final she seems to be holding her

tongue, thanks to her ties with the

channel. As a judge on RuPaul’s

Drag Race UK which has just

been confirmed for a second

series on BBC3 Michelle is

apparently suppressing any rage

she might wish to direct at the

broadcaster. Instead, the US star

chose to show her frustration

via the medium of her fans’

Twitter feeds, including

retweeting the comment, “Sad

to see that the ignorance and

prejudice of others got in your way,

happy to know you DID THAT

on primetime at the freaking

BBC and had, quite literally,

A BALL, DAHLING!!”

Did Lisa Armstrong give

you that idea in make-up?n

And she’s got an army of fans behind her

axed michelle
at war with bbc

Shelooks
fierce

Voguingoff
theshow

We smell BS. 
Sorry, HS
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Coleen and Becky’s showdown

wAGs Go 
heAd to heA

I
t’s the showbiz  

scandal of the year and, 

unfortunately for Coleen 

Rooney, the #Wagileaks  

saga doesn’t show any  

signs of slowing down. 

In case you’ve been living 

under a rock, Coleen claimed 

that stories leaked about  

her had originated from the 

Instagram account of fellow 

WAG Rebekah Vardy – 

something she continues to 

deny. But thanks to celebs like 

Robbie Williams and Piers 

Morgan slating Coleen, 33,  

for publicly shaming Becky, 

37, while she’s pregnant, we’re 

told that Coleen thinks she 

needs to sort things out with 

her former friend – even 

though husband Wayne 

doesn’t think it’s a good idea.

“Coleen has decided that she 

needs to take drastic action 

with Becky,” our insider says. 

“Wayne’s told her to drop it, 

but  she’s worried that another 

celebrity is going to come  

out in support of Rebekah,  

so she’s decided to nip it in the 

bud. Coleen wants to have it 

out with Becky face-to-face,  

so that they can both draw  

a line under this and move  

on with their lives.”

In an interview, Robbie said 

that although he probably 

would have done the same, the 

“level of shame” Coleen had 

created with her revelation, 

could be “suicide causing”, 

while Piers has since spent 

time with Becky and has 

spoken about what a hard time 

she is going through, calling 

Well, she is 
pregnant, 
Coleen

YOU
NON STOP

NON STOP

STYLE 
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Coleen’s actions “ill-advised”. 

Now, we’re told, the mum-of-

four wants to take back 

control of the situation.

“In an ideal world, Coleen 

would like an apology from 

Becky and they could even  

try to repair  their friendship, 

although she would find  

it hard to trust her again,”  

our source continues. “Coleen 

has been gutted by some of  

the things people have written 

about her online, and she 

wants to remind everyone  

that she is a caring and 

compassionate person.”

The source adds, “She’s

hoping to get Becky’s

account of what happened

she’d like a bit more detail

about the other people

Becky says had access to

her social media. Apart

from Wayne, who just 

wants her to forget the 

whole thing, everyone  

who knows Coleen is 

hoping this meet-up 

happens so she can  

move on.” n Kate Randall

It’s OK, Becky, 
she just wants 

to talk

Coleen 
posted the 
Xmas snap 

last week

*Styles shown to last 24 hours in laboratory tests

Discover your perfect Remington product at:

www.remington.co.uk/proluxe

How are you going to tell your story? With time 

on your side, thanks to OPTIHeat technology 

that delivers heat where it matters. That 

means your style is locked in for 24 hour salon 

confi dence. Morning, noon or night, welcome 

to the Remington PROluxe collection. 

For a beautifully styled you.
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A
h, celebrity parenthood, we

thought we’d seen it all. After

all, the world went 2.0 with

firework-filled gender reveals and

newborn babies in #sponsored posts 

flogging placenta capsules. But this  

is small fry compared to reality TV’s 

latest mum-spiration: Love Island 

2015 star Hannah Elizabeth, who’s 

been reminding us that nothing 

matters more mid-labour than 

maintaining a bouncy blow-dry.

Hannah had slipped off the radar in 

recent years, but now the 29 year old 

has rocketed back into our lives after 

announcing on

her Instagram

that she’d given

birth to son

Reggie who

she shares with

ex-fiancé George

Andreetti

having had

an extensive

prenatal nail,

hair and make-up

session. Her fake

lashes were sodden with happy tears, 

her extra-long talons gently cradled the 

newborn, her hair extensions were 

shinier than Mrs Hinch’s bathroom. 

Inevitably, the killjoys soon lashed 

out, slamming Hannah for getting  

so glammed up. But she stuck two 

manicured fingers up (painted with  

her son’s name and date of birth, obvs), 

hitting back that her planned C-section 

meant she had extra time to organise 

her glow-up, replying, “Actually, I had  

a curly-blow, pin curls, the lot. I wasn’t 

going to meet my son for the first time 

and best day of my life rough, was I?” 

Meanwhile, a glimpse at Han’s

Instagram (@HannahElizInsta

follow us, babes) gives us a lesson in

glam gestation. Everything from the

Victoria’s Secret-inspired bump photo

shoot to her baby ball, where the former

Playboy bunny wore a slinky princess

gown and handed out chocolate with

her face, boobs and bump emblazoned

on the packaging, was perfection.

Guys, we’re convinced: motherhood

may be hard, but it’s so much easier

wit

Hannah Elizabeth 
has world’s most 
glamorous birth
Nothing prepares you for motherhood 

 like a fresh set of fake nails

With Ethel and 
Marnie at the 
Frozen II premiere 
last week

Nailed it!
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sick on those 
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U
p until last week,

Lily Allen has always

seemed keen to keep  

her daughters  Ethel, 

seven, and Marnie, six  shielded 

from the limelight. But at the 

Frozen II premiere, the sisters 

made their first ever red-carpet 

debut alongside their 34-year-old 

mum. Dressed as Elsa and Anna 

for their big appearance, they 

clutched tightly to Lily in front  

of photographers. 

An insider close to Lily – who 

shares custody of the girls with  

her ex-husband Sam Cooper  

tells us that she is keen to prove 

she’s a good mum, as she’s

struggling to balance her love

life with family commitments.

“Part of the reason why

she wanted to take them out in 

public was to remind everyone 

that she is a good parent and to 

show people that she is there for 

her kids. She was feeling really 

sensitive about her decision and 

got angry when she saw how quick 

people were to criticise her for 

pushing  them into the limelight.”

Lily has recently gone public 

with her new relationship with

Stranger Things actor David

Harbour, and we’re told she’s  

been feeling guilty about spending 

so much time spent with her  

new beau. “Lately things have 

intensified with David. He lives  

in New York, so their romance 

requires Lily to travel more  

than usual,” our source explains. 

“Recently, when she was staying 

with him in the States, she was 

pictured out by herself while he 

was working and she felt really 

guilty that she wasn’t with the 

kids. She’ll be the first to admit  

she can’t help reading every single 

comment about herself online,

and she will reply to trolls. She

notices when people ask her where

her kids are or ask why she isn’t

pictured with them more.”

It seems the premiere was the

perfect place for Lily to earn some

mummy brownie points. “She

wants people to know that she’s

not just pleasing herself and 

running after David in the US.  

She loves her kids and they remain 

a priority for her, so she wanted to 

prove that to people. It helped that 

her kids are crazy about Frozen!”

And now, we’re told, Lily’s  

hoping her daughters will be  

able to travel with her more often, 

to ease the strain on balancing

her relationship with her

family life. “Lily is hoping

that Ethel and Marnie get

more comfortable in the

limelight and will want to

do more showbiz events

like the premiere with her.

It would massively help her

situation if the girls could 

travel with her more. She 

feels really torn over her 

relationship with David, 

because although he has 

told Lily he loves her,  

it would make things 

extremely difficult  

for his career to move  

to the UK.” n Katie Holloway

Lily: ‘I’ll
prove I’m a
good mum
She’s torn between her man and her kids

‘She notices when people ask 
why she isn’t with the kids’

At her wedding 
to Sam Cooper 

in 2011

In New York 
with her new 

BF, David
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’re following these stylish

elebs’ lead and keeping our

ook frosty this week. The key

all-white in winter is layering

xtures, as this adds definitio

omething extra to your look

  ianna and pair a ruffled

  a bouclé jacket for a

ed dressed-up vibe. 

 ork it in white? We’ve got

d  – just steer clear of

 wine. ■ LUCY ADDICOTT

£39.99
H&M 

£18
Pretty Little 

Thing

Blanc de
blanc

Winter whites
Blend in with the snow this season

Dianna Agron

Rochelle Humes

Vanessa White

Kristin Bell

Hailee Steinfeld
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£28
Wallis

£40
Monki

£15.99
New Look



Nicole

was dating

tennis player

Grigor Dimitrov.

Before that she was

in a long-term on/off

relationship with Lewis Hamilton,

which ended in 2015. Simon Cowell

even jokingly warned Nicole off dating 

more sportsmen when he saw her ogling 

Try Star’s six packs.

And for anyone thinking this

is more lust than true love, well,

you’re probably right. Some

of Nicole’s

friends have

questioned whether

there’s really

a meaningful

connection, but she’s

insisted that they’re

both having fun.

“There’s no question

that they have a strong

physical connection,

and Nicole has said that

a holiday with Thom

will give them a chance

to get to know each

other.”n KatieHolloway

www.heatworld.com30 November-6 December 2019

Thom’s ladies

Jessica
Lowndes
Hedatedthe90210

staronandoffin2013

former rugby player. “She really wants 

to stay relevant and do more prime  

time TV next year, and she feels that  

if she’s part of a big power couple, then 

she’ll have a better chance,” our source 

adds. “She knows from dating Lewis 

Hamilton that your profile sky-rockets 

when you’re in a celebrity relationship. 

Although Thom doesn’t exactly have 

the same profile as Lewis, Nicole loves 

how hot he is and thinks the pair of

them together will get people excited

especially if they’re frolicking around

in an exotic location like Hawaii.”

I
t was clear from the moment  

Try Star first walked onto The  

X Factor: Celebrity stage with 

their barely held-together shirts 

that Nicole Scherzinger was a big fan. 

And it was 34-year-old Thom Evans, in 

particular, who seemed to catch her eye. 

Now the 41 year old has gone from fan  

to groupie to serious squeeze in a matter  

of weeks and, according to heat’s 

insider, the pair are planning to make  

it official with a holiday. “The chemistry

between them is electric, but they’re

trying to keep it on the down-low until

the show is over,” we’re told.

Last week Thom admitted Nicole  

was “lovely and stunning; talented and 

amazing”, but tried to downplay the 

romance, saying, “We don’t have much 

time.” But our source says, “They can’t 

resist each other, and the fact that 

they’re keeping it a secret only makes  

it hotter. Nicole sees her and Thom  

as a major celebrity couple and she’s 

already planning  a holiday for them  

in her native Hawaii over New Year,  

and a big photo shoot to go public with.”

There were reports the pair had been

texting and flirting backstage for weeks

before Thom asked Nicole out, and now

it seems she’s keen to hang on to the

Nicole & Thom:
it’s serious 
His banging bod is just a bonus

KeLLy BrooK
Theydatedfortwoyearsand
Kellysufferedadevastating

miscarriage in2010

Lucy & asHLey
Hewasrumouredtohave

two-timedMIC’sLucyWatson
andAshleyJames in2015

Thom was 
pictured leaving 
the same club as 
Nicole last week

Try Star: 
making us sweat

‘The chemistry 
between them 
is electric’
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“Let me see 
that Tho-o-om. 

Thom-Thom-Thom-
Thom-Thom…”

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT



L
isa Armstrong has been

pretty vocal in her own

unique way about her

ongoing divorce battle with

ex-husband Ant McPartlin.

Taking to Twitter, the make-up

artist is happy to express her

feelings through retweets, likes,

and occasional replies. She

recently responded, “Don’t believe

the lies” to a tweet suggesting she

wanted the lion’s share of Ant’s

£62million fortune. But a source

close to Lisa has told heat that

she’d actually rather give the

money away to an animal charity.

“Lisa doesn’t care about Ant’s

money, and has said from the

beginning that all she wants to

be able to do is tell her side of the

story in court,” our insider reveals.

“Ant has continually tried to throw

money at the situation and can’t

seem to understand why Lisa

is apparently uninterested in

the millions he’s offering. She’s

adamant that she won’t sign

a non-disclosure agreement and

would rather give away a sizeable

chunk of the fortune to an animal

rescue charity a cause that is

close to both their hearts.”

The couple who were

married for 11 years are both

known animal lovers and are

also said to still be in talks over

who will get custody of their

This week
we’re
obsessed
with

Some lucky animals are in line for a windfall

Lend us a 
fiver, Lisa

At Pup Aid  with 
a rescue pooch 

YouOK,
Ant?

Lisa: ‘i’ll give away 
Ant’s millions’

chocolate Labrador, Hurley. 

While Lisa could potentially 

receive up to £31m in the divorce, 

we’re told she’s not interested in 

spending it on an extravagant 

lifestyle. “She prides herself on 

being an independent woman  

who can take care of herself,”  

says the source. “She’s worked 

extremely hard to build her career 

as a make-up artist and she is 

sought-after in the industry.  

She’s not interested in leading  

a lavish lifestyle, and has always 

been a massive animal lover.  

Their friends are saying that  

Ant will be surprised and upset  

if she does decide to donate a large 

chunk of the money to charity.  

He already feels as though the 

divorce has massively damaged 

his career and reputation.”

Ant is back on our screens  

on I’m A Celeb (right),  

and viewers weren’t 

happy to see him 

flippantly joke  

about his “year off” 

– which was initially 

enforced by ITV 

after he was arrested 

for drink-driving – 

with one saying, 

“Hilarious, isn’t it? 

Endangering other 

people’s lives.” n 
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S
he’s had her fair share of

heartache, with a broken

marriage and the tragic

death of her boyfriend

Billy Yates, who took his own life

nearly three years ago. And now

Zoe Ball’s two-year relationship

with construction firm boss

Michael Reed is reportedly over.

According to sources, the TV

presenter called it quits after

deciding he was not a “keeper”.

“Zoe knew deep down the

relationship wasn’t going

anywhere,” a source close to

the It Takes Two presenter said

last week. “She enjoyed her time

with Michael, but came to the

conclusion he wasn’t a keeper

despite him believing they

were getting serious. There

were certain things she grew

uncomfortable with, such as

him wanting to become a model

and actor. He signed up to an

This week
we’re
obsessed
with

agency, which caused some of her

close circle of friends to worry he

could be using her celebrity status

to enhance his own career.”

Zoe began dating Michael, 49,

in December 2017, seven months

after cameraman Billy’s tragic

death. At the time, friends said he

had finally “put a smile back on her

face” and had helped to give Zoe

some stability. Around the same

status
updates

time, she swapped her Brighton

party pad next door to the home

of her ex-husband Norman Cook,

whom she amicably split from in

2016 after 17 years of marriage

for a country cottage in a quiet

Sussex village, with Michael

soon moving in to join her. But,

according to insiders, it became

clear to Zoe who’s mum to

Woody, 18, and Nelly, nine

Friends say she couldn’t see a future with boyfriend Michael

Fresh heartbreak for Zoe  

that things between herself and 

Michael had run their course.  

Add to that all her many work 

commitments, plus Zoe’s ongoing 

grief over losing Billy in such 

devastating circumstances,  

and you can see why something 

inevitably had to give.

On the anniversary of Billy’s 

death earlier this year, Zoe, 48, 

told her Radio 2 listeners, “The 

longer the time without them, the 

more you miss their ways and their 

voice in your life. Even though, of 

course, they’ll never leave your 

heart.” Then, months later,  

she paid tribute to Billy on his 

birthday, writing on Instagram, 

“Your star still shines the 

brightest up there.”

“Zoe’s had so much to deal with,” 

an insider revealed. “Sadly, a new 

relationship was too much… she’s 

happily single and focusing on her 

kids and work.” n

Zoeis mum 
toWoody
andNelly

With her late
ex, Billy

She’s given Michael
the old heave-ho
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W
e’vehadtheirrelationship

(almost literally) shoved 

down our throats for the last 

couple of months, but it seems things 

might already be over for Miley  

Cyrus and Cody Simpson. Last week,  

a source claimed that the couple are 

“taking a break, but want to remain 

friends”, adding that, “Miley said she 

just needs to focus on herself.”

The couple have only been together 

for a few months, after a particularly 

whirlwind run of relationship changes 

for the 26-year-old singer. Miley 

announced her split from husband 

LiamHemsworthinAugustthisyear

before embarking on a six-week fling 

with reality star Kaitlynn Carter.  

She then launched her (un)official 

“Cody Simpson is my new boyfriend” 

campaign on Instagram by giving her 

fans what we would label too much  of 

an insight into their steamy coupling. 

But the over-the-top online PDAs 

have come to a halt in the last couple of 

weeks, seemingly confirming that the 

pair have parted ways. Sorry for your 

heartbreak, Miley, but we’re happy to 

have less pictures of you groping Cody 

in our lives. n

Is It all over for
MIley and Cody?

Y
ou have to hand it to

Pete Davidson, he’s

an eternal romantic.

Sure, his relationships have 

the lifespan of a carton of milk, 

but when he’s in love, he goes 

all in. Weeks after going public 

with 18-year-old model Kaia 

Gerber, the comedian has 

moved her into his New York 

home – er, where his mum 

Amy also lives. 

“Pete’s given Kaia a key to 

his house in Staten Island, 

which is a huge step for him,” 

says an insider close to  

the 26 year old, who was 

previously engaged to Ariana 

Grande and dated Kate 

Beckinsale. “Kaia loves it 

there and, even though his 

mum lives in the house too, 

Kaia thinks she’s cool. Plus, 

the house is very big and they 

have total privacy. Kaia grew 

up on the West Coast and also 

has her own apartment in 

New York, but she’s now 

talking about permanently 

moving in with Pete.”

Unsurprisingly, Kaia’s plans 

haven’t gone down well with 

supermodel mum Cindy 

Crawford – who, as heat has

told you, is less than impressed

that her daughter’s hooking

up with an infamous playboy. 

According to our insider,  

the couple are prepping  

for a Cindy showdown. 

“The tough part for Pete is 

convincing Cindy that he’s 

sincere and that his intentions 

are 100 per cent honourable,” 

we’re told. “Kaia’s hoping her 

mum comes around. She says 

Pete’s sweet and sensitive, and 

nothing like the party monster 

people think he is.” Convinced 

yet, Cindy? n

Clearly, they’re taking things slow

now Kaia’s moved
in with pete

It’s achy breaky
heart time for Cody…

Romantic 
roomies

Mum Cindy
has concerns
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They talk. W
( i )

 Quote
 UNQ

“THIS WINTER, 
YOU’LL FIND 
ME SCOFFING 
CARBS AND 
WEARING 
FLUFF” 
Same, 
CHARLOTTE
DAWSON

“IF YOU THINK FOR ONE
MINUTE I AM GOING TO
SHARE A STAGE WITH
YOU AFTER WHAT YOU’VE
SAID, YOU ARE F**KING
MORE OF A MORON
THAN YOU LOOK”
NOELGALLAGHERstill
hasn’tforgivenbrother
Liam,then?

“WELL, IF YOU’RE 
GOING TO HAVE  
A FLOP, MAKE 
SURE YOUR NAME 
IS ON IT AT LEAST 
FOUR TIMES”
Despite the reviews, 
ELIZABETH BANKS 
is VERY proud of her 
Charlie’s Angels 
remake

“HAT HAIR: AM I THE
ONLY PERSON WHO
LIKES IT? FLAT ON THE
TOP, MESSY ON THE SIDES”
Wereckonyoushould
gowholehogandget
amullet,MOLLIEKING

“I LOVE MY BOOBIES 
MORE THAN YOU LOVE 
MY BOOBIES”
You must really love 
them, then, SAM SMITH

“I WOULD RATHER 
WEAR A BARREL 
THAN CONSERVATIVE 
APPAREL”
AMY HART’s got a 
passion for rhyming 
about fashion

“I PROBABLY 
HAVEN’T MADE 
MY OWN BED 
FOR THE PAST 
TEN YEARS, 
HONEY”
And that’s how 
THE GC earned 
her diva stripes
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Kate berates 
the kids’
new nannies
WHERE? The Palladium theatre.

WHAT? It’s tough enough having three kids, but when 

you’re a busy royal, you’ve got to rely on the help even more 

than most families. Kate thought she was onto a winner 

hiring Mary Poppins and that bird woman to look after 

the little poppets. Turns out, spreading bird seed around 

the palace for them and shoving a spoonful of sugar down 

their throats every hour doesn’t a happy household make.

SO?  She did teach Prince Louis to say 

“supercalifragilisticexpialidocious” though,  

which is pretty badass.

LONDON, 18 NOVEMBER

Talkingabout
thePrince
Andrew
interview?

#
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Like Shakira’s hips, our lens doesn’t lie

PICTURES
the week in 
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WHERE? The roof of a yacht.

WHAT? After leaving Love Island, it’s not

all glamorous parties and yacht holidays

in beautiful countries… oh wait.  But as you 

can see, you might be able to take the girl 

out of Hertfordshire, but you can’t take 

Hertfordshire out of the girl. Truth be told, 

Molly-Mae needed to relieve herself and 

this apparently was the best place for it.

SO? She’s going to get quite the shock 

when the yacht’s boom swings around 

when she’s mid wee.

BARBADOS, 17 NOVEMBER

Molly-Mae 
squats on a yacht

WHERE? The TCL Chinese Theatre.

WHAT? Playing our beloved monarch

has given Olivia Colman ideas above

her station. So, although she and  

Helena Bonham Carter were supposed 

to be at a screening of The Crown,  

Arnie fan Olivia actually snuck them

into a showing of The Terminator.

SO? Helena was fuming –

she’s more of a Sly Stallone woman.

Helena:
‘You’re not

really the bloody 
queen, you know’

LA, 19 NOVEMBER

“I’m done. 
WIPERS!”

Olivia: “Off with 
all your heads”

#
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WHERE? Hits Live at the Resorts World Arena.

WHAT? She may have only had a bit part in  

Fifty Shades Of Grey, but Rita Ora’s not over  

it. In fact, the kinky film inspires every outfit 

choice she ever makes, including a designer 

BDSM mask and corset.

SO? Wait til she offers you a private tour  

of the Red Room. 

WHERE? Winter Wonderland.

WHAT? Honestly, we were expecting

Lizzie Cundy to be on the naughty list again

this year, but the former WAG has actually 

been a very good girl. So good, in fact, that 

she’s been summoned to Lapland as Santa’s 

guest of honour. It’s given her a real leg up.

SO? Even with the big man himself, she 

still couldn’t behave her elf. 

Rita ora
gimp?

Lizzie shows Santa 
her huge muff 

BIRMINGHAM, 16 NOVEMBER
LONDON, 20 NOVEMBER

LONDON, 19 NOVEMBER

WHERE? The Good Morning

Britain studio.

WHAT? Christmas is all

about indulgence and excess, 

but Susanna Reid’s advent 

calendar looks blander than  

a “history of curtains” special 

on the History channel. Let’s 

hope the chocolate inside 

tastes better.

SO? On the plus side,  

she’s cheekily added some 

extra days to the timetable, 

presumably upping her 

choccie intake. Why  

didn’t we think of that? 

Susanna buys 
world’s most boring 

advent calendar

Rita: “That was 
a bad one, Lizzie”

The amount of times 
Piers Morgan’s made her 
die inside in a single show

*Parp*
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PICTURES
theweekin

Gemma’s crash
course in dating

LONDON, 20 NOVEMBER

WHERE? A shoot for

a TV show.

WHAT? Make no mistake:

Harry Styles always does

his own stunts – even the

most fearful. Sure, it’s

scary, but thank god for

those CGI experts they

can wipe the abject horror

right off his face.

SO? His new-found

abseiling skills worked

a treat when he ran into

Zayn Malik.

Harry spots
Zayn in street

LA, 20 NOVEMBER

LA, 19 NOVEMBER

WHERE? The Staples Center.

WHAT? James Corden always

brings it. But the Gavin & Stacey

legend outdid himself last week, as  

he leant his support to the LA Lakers. 

His arabesques, front tucks and 

cartwheels were something else  

honestly, he stole the show.

SO?  There’s nothing he can’t do  

with a pair of pom-poms.

Smithy 
comes to slay

WHERE? Winter Wonderland.

WHAT?  She’s had a tumultuous love life, to say 

the least. And even though Gemma Collins and 

Arg are back on AGAIN, she’s keeping her wits 

about her. This time, she’s in the driving seat.

SO?  She’s burning rubber – except when it 

comes to sexy time. 

Shake it, don’t break it, 
it took your mum nine 

months to make it, James
Arg’s stuff 
is in the boot

“Zayn! Zayn! ZAYN!
Can’t believe he 

blanked me”
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OTTED!

SANDRA OH
SPOTTED You, er, killed

it, Roopak Khara, with this

snap of the Killing Eve star in

Kilburn, north-west London.

SingerBeyoncé 
beinghelped 
offayachtby 

ahugesecurity 
guard in South 
Beach, Miami, 

Florida.
Spotted 

by Harmony

Jordan’sformer
bestiesGary
Cockerilland
PhilTurnerat

a restaurant in
PrimroseHill,
north-west

London.
Spotted

by Caroline

CRAP SPOT

POTTED Model 

ENDALL JENNER

ing followed by a crowd of

aparazzi as she left Pier59

hoto studio in the Chelsea

strict of Manhattan, New

ork City.Seen by Laura
POTTED The Crown

tar HELENA BONHAM

CARTER being seated

n first class on a flight

rom London Heathrow to

New York’s JFK Airport.

Seen by Gloria
SPOTTED Model  

KATE MOSS and her

boyfriend NIKOLAI

VON BISMARCK leaving

the Hamiltons Gallery

in London’s Mayfair.

Seen by Mike
SPOTTED Model and

reality star SOFIA RICHIE

walking into an interiors

store on Melrose Avenue

in West Hollywood, LA.

Seen by Benji

SPOTTED British R&B 

singer CRAIG DAVID, 

wearing a tight tracksuit, 

getting into a black limo  

on Great Portland Street  

in central London.  

Seen by Lily
SPOTTED Singer NICOLE 

SCHERZINGER really 

going for it in a SoulCycle 

class in Soho, central 

London.Seen by Kelly
SPOTTED Bake Off  judge 

PRUE LEITH knocking on 

the door of Toni & Guy hair 

salon in Islington, north 

London.Seen by Matt
SPOTTED I’m A Celeb…  

2018 winner HARRY 

REDKNAPP and his wife 

SANDRA at Valentino 

restaurant in Bournemouth.  

Seen by Cara
SPOTTED Ex-Corrie  

star BROOKE VINCENT 

and her baby in Didsbury, 

Manchester. Seen by Lou

Seen a celeb in the wild? Tweet us with your sightings #Spotted

LAUREN
HOULDSWORTH
SPOTTED The YouTuber was

at a beauty product launch

in London’s Knightsbridge.

AT THE
OPENING

OF AN
ENVELOPE

Spotted

Send your UNPOSED 

celebrity snaps to 

heat@heatmag.com

Win
£100*

*£
10
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Torso 
OF THE 
WEEK

Who’s showing up the rest 

of mankind this week?

Well, this is quite
a surprise, isn’t it?

Who knew that behind that
pretty boy exterior, pop star
Shawn was full of brawn?
Seriously, check out that
expertly-crafted torso,
which has been hidden
until now underneath his
never-ending wardrobe
of slick suits. Yes, by all
accounts, once-scrawny
Shawny is all beefed up.

Upon investigation,
it’s unsurprising that

the 21-year-old singer is
well stacked. After all, he’s
made concerted efforts in
the gym to go from puny to
pumped, even inspiring fans
to follow his lead with the
#ShawnMendesChallenge.
But, make no mistake,
he’s still a sensitive soul
– exhibit A: that darling
butterfly tattoo. So deep.

Sadly, the Canadian 
singer is taken – he’s 

currently dating singer 
Camila Cabello, and the two 
haven’t been shy in engaging 
in some seriously OTT PDAs 
all about town. It’s all a bit 
cringe, really – but then again, 
we’re not too proud to say 
we’d be doing exactly the 
same thing in her shoes.

HUSBANDGOALS#164

SHAWN
MENDES

Shawn + Camila 
= Shawcam?

#
3
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milia Clarke doesn’t read

reviews. She says it stems from

her drama school training, but 

has also admitted, “I stopped 

Googling myself within a year  

of Game Of Thrones happening, 

because I was like, ‘I don’t need 

to know what people think about 

the size of my bottom, thank you so much.’”

While Emilia’s most famous performance  

to date – as Daenerys in GoT – is pretty much 

adored worldwide, it’s probably a good thing 

she’s not reading reviews of her latest film 

venture. Last Christmas – which features 

songs from the late George Michael – has not 

been a resounding success with the critics,  

but that hasn’t stopped Emilia’s loyal fans  

from going to see it in their thousands. After 

all, who doesn’t love a fuzzy, heart-warming 

Christmas film you can have a singsong to

(with a dash of Brexit for good measure)?

And even putting the Christmas joy aside,  

if there’s one good thing to have come out  

of Last Christmas, it’s the 33 year old’s 

new-found friendship with the film’s writer,  

and her co-star, Emma Thompson. Hearing  

that Emma not only put Emilia up in her own 

home for the duration of the shoot, but then 

spent most of her days on set “force-feeding” 

her chocolate and martinis, sounds pretty 

damn festive to us…

 

What made you want to be a part  

of Last Christmas?

What I first noticed was that Emma 

Thompson wrote the screenplay. As soon as  

I knew that she was involved, I immediately 

said yes. I didn’t even need to read the script, 

From Mother of Dragons to lover of Christmas, the star is living the dream

EMMA 
THOMPSON
ANDIDIDALO
OF DRINKING

EMILIA CLARKE:

E
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because I knew it would be so

good, I wanted to be part of it!

And when Paul Feig [Bridesmaids]

was brought on board as director,

I was completely convinced.

Not only did Emma Thompson

write the screenplay, you got

to act opposite her because

she played your mother. How

was it doing scenes together?

We had a lot of fun together. We

also got to do a lot of drinking

together… And not just in the

Christmas market scene, but

also in a lot of other places.

You also sing in the film –

were you nervous to show

off your skills?

I was incredibly nervous about

that before we started shooting,

even though I love to sing and

I was so excited about having that

opportunity. Singing is something

that I take very seriously and it

also gives me incredible pleasure.

But because I’ve always been

looking for

a project where

I could get to

sing, it put more

pressure on me,

because I didn’t

want to mess

things up.

There are some more

serious moments in the

film, which highlight

important social

issues such as

immigration

and homelessness.

Did you think it

was important

to include these elements?

Yes, and I really appreciated being

part of a film that reflects, in some

measure, our society. In a way,

we built the comedy around these

serious issues. We need to be

conscious of how we treat people

and our attitudes towards those

issues. For me, this is not really

‘I don’t like to look at myself on
screen – a mirror’s bad enough!’

a romantic comedy, at least

not in the way we traditionally

think of those kinds of movies.

There’s a lot more to our story.

No spoilers, but there’s

a particularly surprising

scene involving immigrants…

Emma Thompson and the

co-author of the screenplay [and

her husband] Greg Wise are very

Emma Thompson’s
become her best
(boozing) bud

Elfed-up with her Last
Christmas co-star
Henry Golding

Hanging with
The Rock and

Kevin Hart, 
as you do

committed politically, and 

they are very concerned 

about the current social 

climate in England. 

That’s why we’ve 

managed to sneak 

certain scenes into the 

movie that are intended 

to make people aware  

of issues such as feeling 

excluded or not accepted  

in society. At the heart  

of this film is the question  

of what a “homeland” 

means to each individual.  

It’s about acceptance. 

The song’s title is obviously 

based on Wham’s hit song. 

What other songs could you 

envisage becoming a film?

I love the band The Streets. Their 

album A Grand Don’t Come For 

Free tells a whole story, so that’d 

make a good movie. And I could 

imagine a movie about Billie 

Holiday, she had a fascinating life. 

#
4
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interview

much more

meaning for

us. So, you’re

kind of looking

for answers as

much as you

can, and his

words are

just poetry.

They’re

amazing.

To be part of this film, you

must be a fan of Christmas.

Do you go big on celebrations

with the family?

Oh, yes! We celebrate every

year at home in London. I’ll

also meet up with my friends

around Christmas time and

we’ll get drunk together. But that’s

a different kind of celebrating

that doesn’t happen with the

family. My mother would

never allow it. [Laughs.]

Your career took off after

Game Of Thrones, which

must have led to you being

recognised everywhere. Does

it put you off going shopping

for Christmas presents?

Oh no. I love being able to shop.

I love buying gifts and if I can’t

always do it in person, I will order

online. But I always buy too much.

That’s part of my DNA, I love

giving. I almost think it’s a bit

selfish, because I feel so good

about giving presents.

Do you ever watch your

own movies with your

family or friends?

No way! I don’t like watching

myself act and I’ll only see

my own movies as often as is

necessary. I find it especially

excruciating at premieres, where

you have to stay in the movie

theatre and the other people

can watch me as I watch the film.

I just don’t like to look at myself

on the screen. I look in the mirror

I also have a few embarrassing

favourite songs, I have to admit

but I won’t tell you which ones!

There’s no such thing as

a guilty pleasure, Emilia!

It’s pretty amazing that the

film was able to get the rights

to George Michael’s songs.

How did it come about?

We were so lucky that we got his

songs Emma got his blessing to

use them right before he passed

away, which was incredible. Then

we got this as-yet-unheard song

that was released posthumously

[This Is How (We Want You to

Get High)]. It was the last thing

that he worked on. So, you know,

we’ve just been blessed by George

throughout this whole movie.

What has George

Michael’s music meant

to you personally?

I think he connects to my

generation’s entire adolescence,

because we heard him our

whole lives. George is a genius

songwriter. I feel like it’s only after

his death that we’ve seen the true

genius of his lyrics as well, because

obviously everything has that

often enough, and that’s plenty.

What was great about Game

Of Thrones was that I could

watch a lot of scenes without

me being in them, and I loved

that about the series.

You’ve already achieved so

much in your life and career,

and you’re only 33. Do you

have big plans for next year?

I want to do a lot. I want to

celebrate life, drink, be happy

every day of the year. Maybe

even do some bungee jumping!

Or maybe not… I look forward

to everything I have planned

and I would just like to enjoy

my time.n

Last Christmas is in cinemas now

As the iconic 
Daenerys in GoT

She and Sam Claflin
broke our hearts in
Me Before You
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n a bustling,

starlit room,

Brad Pitt’s

getting his bum

squeezed by

an overzealous

fan, while

Victoria

Beckham’s pretending to ignore

the stranger who’s draping her

arms around David. Nearby,

Dame Helen Mirren is making

come-hither eyes at George

Clooney, as Benedict

Cumberbatch desperately

avoids a Kim Kardashian selfie.

Next door, security barely blink

I
as members of the public brazenly

reach out to touch Her Majesty.

And then there’s Barack Obama,

who’s handing out presidential

handshakes like free flyers. Yes,

in terms of VIP turnout, Madame

Tussauds is winning the game.

How it begins
Nowadays, in a world of Twitter,

Instagram and reality TV, celebs

seem closer than ever, with fans

easily being able to follow their

every move – yet there’s still

that screen dividing us and them.

That’s where Madame Tussauds

comes in. For more than 200

Wax, hair and acrylic makes a perfect celeb… and their waxwork

MadaMe Tussa
years, London’s world-renowned 

wax museum has been allowing  

us non-famous folk to get up close 

and oh-so personal with some  

of the best-known faces on the 

planet, thus creating an eerie 

celebri-sphere where reality  

and illusion melt and mould.  

But what goes into building a big 

shot? According to the insiders  

we spoke to, it takes 250 precise 

measurements, four months of 

intensive labour, around £150k, 

and a whole lot of human hair.

“Each strand is inserted 

individually by  hand – it takes 

approximately five weeks to 

complete each head of hair,” 

explains a Madame Tussauds 

artist, one of a team of 20  

people who work on any given 

figure – all the waxworks for 

Tussauds’ 21 museums worldwide 

are made in London. The artist 

adds, “We work collaboratively 

and always welcome outfit ideas 

from celebrities. You can spot 

quite a few pieces of clothing that 

have been given to us – Will.i.am 

and Dua Lipa donated their whole 

looks. Stylists and hairdressers 

are also consulted to ensure  

total accuracy, right down to the 

shade of nail polish or lipstick.” 

Experiencing a little
wig envy, Kim K?

Harry and
Meghan reside
in different
rooms

whaT reallY
goes on aT

meltdowns!
bumgrabs!

love notes!
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sauds

feaTure

When a waxwork has been 

commissioned, the celebrity  

is invited for a sitting, and it is 

there that the team record every 

micro-wrinkle and mini-smirk. 

Some jump at the chance to sit, 

while others (politely) decline. 

That’s when it’s time for extensive 

research, with artists “analysing 

different pictures and video 

footage of the subject from  

every angle imaginable”.

As Madame Tussauds’ principal 

sculptor Stephen Mansfield  

tells heat, it’s a “very scientific 

process” where “comparative 

measurements” are used to size-  

up the celebrity standing next to 

someone whose stats they know. 

“Nine times out of ten, we tend  

to use the Queen,” he explains. 

“She’s had photos with everyone.” 

As for intimate measurements, 

Stephen assures us that it’s  

a modest operation. “They’re 

designed to look right in the 

clothes they’re wearing,” he says. 

“If there’s any flesh on show, like 

arms, that needs to be right. But 

the important thing is that they’re 

seen in clothes. We do as much  

or as little as necessary, but it 

depends on each individual.”

By all accounts, the creative 

A very merry
Kylie-mas 

to her…

After nine years
in situ, Chezza’s
now in storage

#
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process is intricate – involving

everything from fibreglass and

wax to clay and chicken wire.

But that’s just half the story. Once

the celebrity hits the floor, it’s an

endless task to keep them looking

perfectly preened  especially

when their fans get handsy. 

“Our studio teams come in early

every day to ensure our figures are

looking their best,” says a museum

curator, who cites actor Tom

Hardy as a particularly popular 

attraction. “Their work involves 

everything from re-curling hair  

to touching up make-up and 

readjusting

outfits. We

often find lipstick marks on some

of our figures, and the odd love

note has been left in 

people’s pockets. Tom 

has a lot of admirers, but 

the most-visited figure  

is the Queen – she’s  

so popular that we’ve created  

two for our guests to see.”

Making the cut
Like Hollywood’s Walk of Fame, 

getting your own official waxwork 

is a badge of honour. So, on the flip 

side, finding

out that your

model self

is being relegated

to storage must sting

like molten wax. Earlier

this year, the museum hit the

headlines for removing Cheryl

from display, amid fears that

she was “no longer relevant”.

And according to our insider,

a celeb’s got to earn their keep.

“We have a team at the attraction

who are constantly reviewing

whether a celebrity is no longer

‘famous’ enough,” says our insider,

who confirms that sometimes

the rich and famous request

to have their waxworks made.

“It’s not uncommon for our

figures to be removed or taken

off the floor for a little while,” the

insider continues. “The showbiz

world is ever-changing, and  

we reflect this with our figures.” 

But what happens to the 

retirees? Is it true, as legend  

says, that they get melted down 

into balls of wax and repurposed, 

Frankenstein-style, for their 

next-generation rivals?  

Is Cheryl’s left forearm now 

Beyoncé’s femur? Apparently not.

“The myth is that we melt or 

repurpose our figures, but we  

don’t do this,” we’re told. “We  

store them in our archive, 

although the heads and hands are 

kept separate from the bodies.” 

As Stephen rightly points out, 

“You never know with fame. It’s  

up and down – a person can be out 

‘Tom Hardy has 
a lot of admirers’

Ange proved
she is a Jolie
good sport
by saying yes
to a waxwork

They nailed Tom
Hiddleston’s
over-the-
shoulder
smoulder

Posh’s pout is 
perfect, but

where are all
David’s tatts?

Khloé K
“tripped out”

over her
Vegas-based

likeness

feaTure
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When 
WaxWorks 

turn bad

one moment and back the next.”

Inevitably, the question of public 

indecency crops up (or is that just 

us?). Surely there must be one 

museum visitor who fancies their 

luck with an A-list star? According 

to our insider, most people settle 

for a cheeky selfie. “It’s important 

to us that guests can get up close  

to our figures, so that they really 

feel that they’re meeting their 

favourite stars,” we’re told. “In  

the main, people are respectful. 

They’re more focused on getting 

the perfect photo or seeing  

if the celebrity really is as  

tall as they expected.”

As you would imagine, creating  

a person’s doppelgänger is an 

intimate experience. “You do 

develop a connection with the 

person,” says Stephen. “Their

image is very important to them

and I feel very protective of the 

figure once it’s made  they’ve 

been in my life for a long period.”

As for divas, Stephen says that 

most celebrities are humbled  

by the process and are fascinated 

to learn more. Still, he concedes, 

the majority of them are big-

headed… as a matter of necessity. 

“The clay head is made two  

per cent bigger than actual size, 

because the mould shrinks when 

the beeswax is poured in,” he  

tells us. But rest assured, “Their 

heads are back to a normal size  

by the time they’re on display.” 

The waxworks, that is. Who 

knows about the celebrities.  

n charlotte oliver

who are these non-tussauds’ figures meant to be?

This Kate Moss
creation really is 

a super model

He’s been voted World’s
Sexiest Man before, so
this likeness is the Pitts

Our future king should 
send whoever made this 

straight to the Tower 

This waxwork should 
be destroyed with 

a Wrecking Ball, tbh 

This version is so daft, it
might finally make his

pouty wife laugh in public

He’s got a lot of pride, 
but the footballer isn’t

THIS big-headed

Theactresswouldkeep
hereyeswideshutatthe

sightofthisreplica

Tobefair, thispresidential
waxworkhasabetterwig

thantherealversion

Don’t let the supermodel 
see this tribute – she’s 
known for her temper
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Feast on these
alternative  
festive classics

for a ch

S
orry, Kevin, you’re being 

left Home Alone again. 

Love Actually can do one. 

And we’re not dreaming  

of a White Christmas this year.  

This Yuletide, there are so many new 

films to indulge in, we’re practically 

tripping over the festiveness.

Whether you’re sneaking eggnog 

into the cinema for a silver screen 

special or curling up at home to 

Netflix and Christmas chill, we’ve 

got a run-down of the gooiest, 

cheesiest film offerings for the 

festive season.n KatieHolloway

’Tis the seaso

AlwayswantedtoknowhowSanta started out? This 
animatedcomedyhastheanswers. When the worst 
postmanintheacademyisstationed in an icy town 
northoftheArcticCircle,hediscovers a carpenter 
with a gift for making toys. Their unlikely friendship 

might just thaw out the townspeople.

KLaus

christmas

RobLowe+KristinDavis=romcom 
heaven.Afterbeingditchedbyher
husband,Kate(Davis)goessoloon
theirplannedsecondhoneymoon

inAfrica.Whenshetags along  
torescueababyelephant with 
Derek(Lowe),shequickly finds 

herself falling in love. 

hoLiday 
in the WiLd

the Knight 
Before christmas

VanessaHudgensgetsher very own 
knight in shining armour in this gloriously 

cheesy romcom. When kind-but-
disillusioned-with-love teacher (classic) 

Brooke literally bumps into a cursed 
medieval knight (Josh Whitehouse), she 

has to help him return to his own time. 
Wonder if maybe they’ll fall in love just 
before it’s time for him to pop home?

Out nOw On netflix

Out nOw On netflix

Out nOw On netflix

Or you could 
justwatch
meagain
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feature

eesy

YousawAChristmasPrince,youcame
backforTheRoyalWedding,andnow
we’retakingathirdtriptoAldovia for

TheRoyalBaby.ThisNetflixChristmas
trilogy sees Queen Amber preparing to 

pop out an heir, but not before helping to 
find a missing peace treaty. Gosh – being  

a first-time royal mum is tough, eh?

a christmas Prince:
 the royal BaBy

Co-writtenbyEmma
Thompson andhusband
Greg Wise, this romcom
sees Kate (EmiliaClarke)
working at a year-round 
Christmas shop as an elf. 

She’s always been 
unlucky in love – 

shocking – but when she 
meets Tom (Henry 

Golding), her life takes 
an unexpected turn.

last
christmas

son…  

mas film

merry liddle
christmas

Starring the second most famousmember
of Destiny’s Child, Kelly Rowland, and 

based on her very own “recent Christmas 
catastrophe”, this classic in the making sees 
Kelly as Jacquie Liddle – a successful tech 
entrepreneur – who decides to host her 

dysfunctional family for Christmas. LOLs.

Out nOw in cinemas

30 nOv On Lifetime

4 Dec On netfLix
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Wear it’s at
Anyone who says you can’t buy happiness hasn’t read thesepages

Pureology have teamed up 
with illustrator Melanie 

Johnson for these sustainable 
Christmas gift sets (£45)

LITTLE MIX  
X PRETTY  

LITTLE THING 
ARE YOU READ-EY-EY? 

All our party season dreams  

are about to come true with the   

Little Mix x PrettyLittleThing collab, 

which features head-to-toe sequins, 

dreamy faux fur, chic co-ords and 

seriously racy thigh-highs. Whether 

you’re looking for a party outfit or  

just want to glam up your date night, 

there’s something for everyone.  Sizes 

range from UK 4-26 (from £10).

RADAR
THE

sestinglethisweekWhat’smakingourstyle

This week, we’re looking at mega-bran
ASOS. From denim staples to party
wear essentials, the coolest cover-ups to
must-have accessories, they’ve got part
season sorted!  So, say hello to fashion
for everyBODY…

Fashion
FOR  EVERY

BODY Laura’s All Inclusive…

The
week 

in chic

 It’s officially sequin season   
– yay! (Zara, £49.99)

These 
Giambattista 

Valli x H&M 
earrings have 
us swooning 

(£39.99)

Katie Holmes rocking this 
silvery dress is everything
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Wear it’s at

FUR
Get ready to cuddle
up in this season’s
f luff iest texture

NOT

Cosy coats
From plush fabrics to

shaggy textures, there’s

a faux fur coat for everyone

and they’re bright

enough to inject some

colour into your wardrobe,

too. Show off your waist in

a cropped one, or snuggle

up in a longline style that

skims your figure.

Ashley Roberts

Notkeenon
brightcolours?

Tryaclassicshade
likethisdark

brownnumber

£69
Topshop

£45.99
Mango

£120
Topshop

REAL

£45.99
NewLook

Maya Jama
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Wear it’s at

Finishing touches
From pom-poms to fluffy trims, adding a little

bit of texture to your hats, gloves and even hair

accessories will give your winter warmers some

seriously cool-girl vibes. Plus, let’s face it, you can

never be too warm.

Street style

No more 
fashion

fomo

Theperfect
waytohidea
badhairday

Scarf’s up
This is the easiest

way to give even the 

most basic outfit an 

instant update. Try 

teaming a colourful 

style with a neutral 

tailored coat, or go 

wild and add some 

animal print instead. 

We love. 

Invest in soft 
textures that will 

last for years  
to come

Street style

£10
Free People

£35
John Lewis

£35
M&S

£5.99
New Look

£5
George 
@ Asda

£30
Accessorize

£49
John Lewis

£98
Helen Moore

£18
Dorothy 
Perkins
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Wear it’s at

LAURA’S  ALL INCLUSIVE

W
e all know this online mega-brand

and they’ve caught my attention once

again this festive season. Stocking

a host of name brands in addition  

to their own label, ASOS offer something for  

everyone, no matter what your shape, size or style.   

This season, I’m loving ASOS White (the slightly  

more luxe collection), as well as the denim offering  

and faux-fur coats.  And, with party season  

fast approaching, the sequins  

and sparkle have also caught 

my eye. From an abundance 

of on-trend pieces for all

occasions, to classic staples

like blue jeans and seamless

underwear, you can find  

styles in sizes 2-30.  And  

with dedicated tall, petite

and plus-size offerings –  

along with brand ambassadors

from across the globe who

encompass a broad range

of body shapes and sizes –

this season’s offerings  

only go to reaffirm that 

nclusivity is at the very heart

of this brand’s indemnity.

ASOS  we salute you!

SPOTLIGHT ON...

INCLUSIVITY 
Always on point when it comes to fashion 

and inclusivity, these campaign images are 

what we like to see.

REASONS WE ♥ ASOS #2

ASOS
Style ed Laura on why the brand 
has got you covered this Christmas

With everyone from models

to musicians appearing on

their Insta, whether you’re

into keeping it simple or

you’re a sartorial risk-taker,

there’s a whole load of 

fash-spiration right here…

INSTA-
INSPO

@paige_desorbo

@asos_lotte

REASONS WE ♥ ASOS#1
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Wear it’s at

ON-TREND
FASHIO

REASONS WE ♥ ASOS #3
FOR  EVERY

BODY

Fashion

£48

£55

£100

@brown.elle

@asos_syana

@shanbrii

£30

£55

£40

From embellished dresses 

to must-have co-ords and 

the coolest outerwear, 

there’s a whole host of 

fashion at your fingertips.  

Sizing ranges from UK 

2-30, including tall, petite 

and curve ranges.
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celeb 
gift 

guide
If famous folk were your

Christmas personal 

shoppers…
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Personalised Christmas  
Elf Garland, Laura Jean 
Paper And Party @ Not  
On The High Street, £36;
House Of Alice Marble 
Metallic Wallpaper, 
Ilovewallpaper.co.uk, £15

products 
to pick 
from!

135
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THETOPDOGOFTHE

CANINEWORLD

Anad
occupiedwh

PetsPyjam

Clockwise:GoogleNest 
SmartSpeaker,Google, 

£49.95;PencilCase, 
RockettStGeorge,£11.99; 

Dior:MomentsOfJoy   
byMurielTeodori, 

Waterstones,£65;  
KarlLagerfeldDoorstop, 

RockettStGeorge,£15

DIY Kombucha Kit
Everything you need to brew your very  

own gut-healthy fermented drink – the ideal  
gift for your clean-living mates.

Amara, £25

Christian 
Louboutin

Loubi
Leopard Lip

Colour
This limited-edition
lippy from the iconic

shoe designerwill
look just ashot in

your handbagas it
will on yourkisser.
Selfridges,£70

Villa Ascenti 
Gin

Usingbotanicals 
from the 

Piedmontese 
region, such as 

Moscato grapes, 
mintand thyme, this 
fresh-tasting tipple 

isperfect for VB 
–andus – to relax 

withwhile we dream 
of Italian hols.

Master Of Malt, 
£36.95

Field Coat
The ultimate 
pooch attire  

for those 
Beckham family 
weekends in the 

countryside
Pets At Home, 

£20

Gingerbread Dark Chocolate
Withasophisticatedtastethat isbothnaturaland

freefrompalmoil, thisguilt-freechoccychap
makesforayummyChristmastreat.

LoveCocoa,£4.95

ghd Creative Curve Gift Set
Your festive ’do will be on point with this creative  

curl wand, brush and heat mat. It also features  
a handy sleep mode – perfect for those “OMG,  

I’ve left them on!” moments.
John Lewis, £129

OLIVE
BECKHAM

FORTHEULTIMATEBOSSLADY

VICTORIA
BECKHAM
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Me: Elton 
John

David’s BFF Elton has 
spilled the beans on 

his flamboyant career 
in this intimate 
memoir. Who 

wouldn’t want it  
on their festive 
must-read pile?
Amazon, £10

Game Of
Thrones
Whisky

This limited-edition,
15-year-oldsingle
malt is theultimate
collector’s itemfor
GoT fans.Madeat

MortlachDistillery in
Scotland, ithasnotes
ofvanillaandspice.

Amazon,£120

Jumper
Seriously, 

though, why 
has Olive not 

been given her 
own Insta 

account yet?
Pets Pyjamas, 

£45

Favourite Person Keepsake
Perfect fordotingdads–thisuniquegift
transformsyour littleone’sdrawing into

adollyoucanholdontoforever.
NotOnTheHighStreet,£27

Clockwise:GMTWatch,CamdenWatchCompany,£165;
CancerResearchSocks,TKMaxx,£3.99forsetoftwo;

Mug,CamdenWatchCompany,£12

Beard Grooming Kit
Beards are big business, and this cheeky

little kit will ensure that his stays assmooth
as Becks’ facial furniture.

M&S, £8

Golfing
Glove

Make sure his 
game is extra  
AF with this 

personalised 
glove. Made from 
synthetic leather, 

it comes in 
medium or  
large sizes.

Not On The High 
Street,£23

Mutts & 
Hounds Rose 
& Camomile 

Grooming 
Spray

Because even the 
canine members of 

Team Beckham need to 
smell amazing, right?
Pets Pyjamas, £14.99

Flat Cap
It’s only a matter of time before Guy Ritchie 

casts Olive in his next gangster flick...
Pets At Home, £5

FOR THE DAD WHO 

HAS EVERYTHING

DAVID
BECKHAM
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Date Night Jar
Neverargueaboutyourweekendplansagain

withthishandy jar fullofcolourfulsuggestions.
Cute,cheapandcheerful.

NotOnTheHighStreet,£8

Neon Bulb
It’s the little touchesthatmatter them

Theseniftybulbscomewithuprightwo
floor lampsordownwardsignsforceilin

Neonpoodle.co.uk,£34

Our Moments Couples
Giveyourtreasuredtwosomesthegiftof time
thisyearwithathought-provokinggamethat

featuresover 100conversationstarters.
Amazon,£15.95

Spa Treatment &
Lunch For Two

Treatthemtoa60-minutemassageorfacialand
slap-upmealwithfizzatLondon’sAthenaeum.

Buyagift.co.uk,£179

KIM&
KANYE
FORSTYLISH

COUPLES

malayan
Lamp
ydoesthis
offerplenty

thbenefits,
ookspretty
cool inyour
ndprovides
warmglow
ynights in.
Outfitters,
£25

Panasonic 
EH-XS01 

Facial 
Steamer

Say goodbye to 
expensive facials 

and hello to 
hydrated and 

moisturised skin for 
the both of you. 
Simply add the 

desired amount of 
water to matchyour 
treatmenttimeand 

get steaming–
literally.

Boots, £129.99

 Snack 
Subscription

Who doesn’t love  
the idea of a box of US 

treats being sent directly 
to your door every 

month? Full to the brim 
with sweets, chocolate, 
pop and crisps, you’ll be 
waiting by the door for 

the postman. 
Taffymail.co.uk, from 

£7.49 per month

Clockwise: Letter Scented 
Candle, Not On The High Street, 
£8 each; Wellbeing Crystals 
For Positivity Gift Box, Not On 
The High Street, £35; Coach 
Audrey Watch, Hourtime.co.uk, 
£195; Mugler Angel Standing 
Star, £59 for 50ml (EDT);  
Beats Pill+ Portable Speaker, 
Apple.com, £179.95
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Help your friends feel calm, uplifted and soothed 

this season with this epic-smelling candle 
containing lavender, eucalyptus and geranium. 

Elemis, £32

 Initial 
Cushion

Pimp up their home 
with a personalised 
wool cushion and 
choose from three 

outer piping 
colours. The perfect 

present for new 
home owners. 

Not On The High 
Street, £49.50

HERO7 Silver
One for the ultimate jet setters, this snazzyGoPro

has a time-lapse function, tough exteriorandis
waterproof up to 33ft. Start their adventure.

Gopro.com, £199.99

kki
erdam 

mpion 
 Cooler

 s built-in 
oured LED 

  Bluetooth 
 this cooler 

   he coolest. 
 tes will be 
 uffed to  
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ges, £165

d Vase
 will insist
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LIGHT UP THEIR

CHRISTMAS

GIVE THE GIFT OF A

DAZZLING SMILE
*

*by removing surface stains

Oral-B 30 Day Money Back Guarantee

(453 reviews)

4.9/5 – supersavvyme.co.uk

“My dentist can see the diff erence”

*vs. RRP

Available at Boots and Boots.com
Subject to availability. Available at larger Boots stores. Offer ends 2nd January 2020.

Better than half price*
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Clockwise:Hundred:WhatYouLearnInA
LifetimebyHeikeFaller&ValerioVidali,
Amazon,£17.99;BeKindToEachOther
Sweatshirt,TheKindnessCo-op,£38;

S’wellSportsBottle,Amara,£35;
WestlabHimalayanRockSalt,Holland&
Barrett,£8;FearneCottonMindfulness

Block,Boots,£9.37;FearneCotton
BodyWash,Boots,£7.50forthree;

CoolRunningMoccasins,Moccis,£40

Self Care Gift Box
Handpicked packages with an emphasis  

on kindness make this a brilliantly thoughtful  
gift for a hard-to-buy-for friend. 

Parcel London, £61

Pop Scented Candle Set
Thesebrightcandlessmellashappyasthey

look–fragrancedwithmelonmagic,peachesand
cream,peachteaandfairyflossdreams.

Sunnylife,£20

Eleanor Bowmer 
Drawstring Bag

Is your spinning class buddy after something  
to carry their gym stuff? This colourful little 

number has bags of personality.
Not On The High Street, £22

Condor Running Shoes
Organic, fair tradeandvegan-friendly, these 

trainerswilladdstyle and smugness  
toyourflatmate’smorning jog.

Veja,£140

Garmin Swim 2
Treat your bestie to a watch that measures heart 
rate and records distance, pace and stroke rate 
underwater. Also looks great on dry land, too!

Garmin, £219

Olivia
Rubin
Travel
Mug

This collabwith
one of Fearne’s
fashionfaves

and Etsy is
gorgeous.

We lovethis
pastel-shaded

coffeecup.
Etsy,£22

SELF-CAREGIFTSTO

GETYOUROMMMON

FEARNE
COTTON
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Clockwise:
Bag,Skinnydip,£26;

Necklace,JohnnyLovesRosie,£16;
Tweezerman Hollygraphic Mini Tweeze 

Set, £25; Earrings, Primark, £3;
Headband, New Look, £14.99;
Anastasia False Lashes, £14;

Huda Beauty Kayali in Elixir | 11,   
£67 for 50ml (EDP)

PERFECTFOR

TOMMY’SPRINCESS

Clockwise:
Watch,OliviaBurton,
£165;CandleinSkin,
WXY,£20;SatinSleep
SetinLeopard,Kitsch,
£29.16;RodialRoseGold
MoisturiserBauble,£20;
DearDahliaIntenseSatin
Lipstickin808Megan
and807Carmen,£28
each;CharlotteTilbury
LimitedEditionFilmstar
Bronze&GlowSet,£60

MOLLY- 
MAE

TREATSFORA

GOLDENGIRL

AMY
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Clockwise:
Urban Decay Naked Honey Palette, £42;
Earrings, Primark, £3; 
Ted Baker Polly Perfume, £18 for 30ml (EDT);
Hair clip, Oliver Bonas, £12.50;
KIKO Magical Holiday Wow Lipstick in Hot Red, £11.99;
Patrick Ta Major Glow Body Oil in A Dream, Cult Beauty, £48;
Card holder, Kurt Geiger, £49;
Molton Brown Bizarre Brandy Festive Bauble, £14

FUN, SEXY AND 

A LITTLE BIT OTT

MAURA

G
IFT
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Popcorn
Christmas
Stocking

Foodieswillgetstuck into
thetenpopcornsnack

packs indeliciousfestive
flavourssuchasMincePie
andBrandyButter,aswell

asmuch-lovedclassics
WhiteChocolateand

VanillaBean.
Joe&Sephs,£23.50

n 2020
Weekly Diary

Startsomeone’snewyearoffrightwith
amotivationalsoft-covereddiary.Available in

eightprettycoloursthatyoucanpersonalise, it’s
guaranteedtohelpanyonegettheirshit together.

Marthabrook.com,£15.95

How To Cook Everything Print
Artworkthatbakersandcookswill love, this

comes infivecoloursandfeaturestastyrecipes
andmeasurementconversionsall inonehandy

frame. Ideal foranycluelessstudents inyour life.
NotOnTheHighStreet,£12.95(£40.95framed)

Precious Moment
Scented Candle

Infusedwithavibrantblendof21essentialoils
toupliftyourmood.And,withaburntimeof

35hours,yougetyourmoney’sworth.
NeomOrganics,£32

Luxury Make-up Bag
Madefromlush Italian leatherandavailable
in fourdifferentcolours.Gift this totheone

friendwhois forevermisplacingtheir lipgloss.
Youcanmonogramit, too!

Lrmgoods.com,£40

Personalised Pyjamas
NothingsaysChristmasmorethananew

pairofPJs–butwhynotbeextraAFandget
yoursmonogrammedthisyear? If thecelebs

are into it,we’retotallyonboard.
Madewrightlondon.com,from£38

Clockwise:PastaMachine,JohnLewis,£90;
PersonalisedFamilyNecklace,MerciMaman,from
£139; PalmYellowOvenGlove,Blisshome.co.uk,
£16; MaryBerryCooksUpAFeast,Amazon,£25;
Red&YellowMugs Blisshome co uk £7 50each

Biscuit And Tea
Gift Box

OncetheChristmas
madness isover,kick
backonthesofawith
someposhall-spice

biscuitsandanicecup
ofBritishtea inanew
mug.Allpackedinto

areusablehand-
illustratedbox.

Biscuiteers,£65

BECAUSEHOMEIS

WHEREHERHEARTIS

NADIYA
HUSSAIN
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Clockwise: Full Dose Trinket Trays, Jonathan 
Adler, £90 each; Christmas Letterbox Cookies, 

Baked By Steph, £24; Earrings, River Island, 
£10; Outspoken: 50 Speeches By Incredible 

Women by Deborah Coughlin, Amazon, £14.99; 
Paco Rabanne Lady Million, Argos, £54.99 for 

50ml (EDP);  Bag, Pretty Little Thing, £25

FOR THE FIERCE 

FEMALE IN YOUR LIFE

BEYONCE

G
IFT
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Clockwise:LimitedEdition
MORNorthernLightsCandle,
Lookfantastic.com,£35;Carolina 
HerreraGoodGirlGloriousGold
Collector,£96.50for80ml(EDP);
Gloves,JohnLewis,£39;Laura
MercierLipstickinNude(partofthe 
LipDuetset),£29;InstaxMini9
FlamingoPinkCamera,Jessops,
£74.99;Bag,KurtGeiger,£129;Faux 
FurWrap,JohnLewis,£59

FORDEMANDINGDIVAS

GEMMA
COLLINS
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The Everything H Box
Featuring14ofthebrand’s iconicand

most-purchasedchocolates, including
Harry’s fave(probably),EtonMess.

HotelChocolat,£12.95

Mince Pie Plate
This latestChristmascollectionfromthe
quintessentialBritishceramicsdesigner

isperfect for royalafternoontea.
EmmaBridgewater,£17.95

Advent Of Change Calendar
Thisbeautifullydesigneddatemarkercreates
adonationforadifferentcharityeachmonth

andsets 12world-changerchallenges
JohnLewis,£19.95

Mahabis Slippers
Comfortable,durableandstylish, thesearethe

superherosoftheslippersworld.Perfect for
paddingaroundapalace…oryourmum’s lounge.

Mahabis,£79

Backpack
friendlyandmadefromrecycledplastic,
satchelwill carrybothhis laptopand

hissocialconscience.
Lefrik,£44

Clockwise:Bee
MetalHairClip,£3;
Bee&Pearl
HairSlides,£4
forsetofthree,
bothNeonSheep;
Wateringcan,£12;
Make-upBag,
£12.50,both
OliverBonas;
StarDecoration,
Homesense,£2.99

PRETTYPIECESFOR

YOURPOSHESTMATE

HARRY 
& MEGHAN
GORGEOUS GIFTS FOR 

 

Slouchy Breton Top
K-Middy lovesaBretontop,andwe’retotally here 

for the subtle girl-power message on this one.
Buy one for a friend and another for yourself.

Mutha Hood, £33

KATE
MIDDLETON
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Queen Bauble
One would be highly amused to hang this  
cheeky little number on the Buckingham  

Palace tree this year.
WA Green, £20

Hand-embroidered Purse
Made by a fairtrade group based in Delhi, which 
aims to give semi-skilled artisans some financial 

stability, this looks and feels beautiful.
Oxfam, £6.99

The Self-Care Cookbook
Delicious plant-based recipes from Gemma 

Ogston that will help you sleep, improve your 
mood, and be kind to your gut health, too.

 

Pink Cocktail Glasses
It’s not only Kate who would appreciate  

some bubbles with the girls in these delicate 
Champagne coupes with a rose-gold trim.

Audenza, £44 (for a set of four)

Houndstooth 
Gloves

Perfect for autumnal 
strolls, whether 

you’re being  
the perfect 

grandaughter-in-law 
at Balmoral or doing 

the big shop at 
Waitrose.

Dorothy Perkins, £18

Yule Gift Box
A box brimming with treats fit for a queen,  

from triple-chocolate biscuits and truffles to 
Christmas pud and an Italian bottle of red. 

Spicers Of Hythe, £37.50

Clockwise: Personalised Quality Street Tin, John Lewis, £15;
Dr Bronner’s Lavender Soap and Hand Sanitiser, Amazon, from £3.99; 

Britannia Silk Scarf, The Royal Mint, £40;
The Best Chocolate Orange Shimmer Gin Liqueur, Morrisons, £12

THE
UEEN

PRESENTS TO MAKE YOU 

FEEL LIKE ROYALTY 

G
IFT
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Twerk Pong
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RITA
ORA

PRESSIESFORTHE

PARTYANDBEYOND
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Sweet 
Sweater

The perfect pressie 
for chilling in after 

one too many 
Christmas parties. 

Pretty Little Thing, 
£18

Clockwise:  Shoes, Public Desire, £29.99; Watch, Missguided,  
£49.99 @ Argos; Lancôme Monsieur Big Mascara in Limited Edition 
Sparkly Design, £21.50; IGK Bad & Bougie Amla Oil Deep Repair 
Shampoo & Conditioner, £22 each; Earrings, New Look, £9.99;  
Marc Jacobs Thrillogy 3-Piece Mini Bestsellers Set, £20
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Slogan 
Socks

Is your bestie 
naughty or nice? 
These cosy socks 

will never tell. 
Topshop, £3.50

Keep Cup
ogoodandlook
greatwiththis
nbow-huedgem.
Ideal foryour

pumpkinspice
tte-lovingfriend.

KurtGeiger,£49

 
A pretty set of undies is always appreciated,  

and this colour combo feels totally luxe. 
 Bra, £27; Knickers, £15, both & Other Stories

Hand Candy
This statement clutch will jazz up any  
outfit – a fail-safe gift for fashionistas. 

Zara, £29.99

Staveoffbadvibeswiththis
shimmeryeyeshadowpalette.

HudaBeautyMercuryRetrogradePalette,
CultBeauty,£58

#
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Festive 
Phone Case
Give their mobile  

a little extra 
sparkle with this 
gem-encrusted 

beauty.
Neon Sheep, £6
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Life hacks
Travel, food, fitness… Because your Instagram feed won’t fill itself

heat 

HELPS 

YOU WIN 

AT LIFE

STRESS-FREE 

CHRISTMAS
How to keep a clear head 

this festive season

Have yourself a…

I
t’s the most wonderful time 

of the year! Or… is it? Your 

bank account is maxed out, 

you’ve just accepted your 15th 

invitation for Christmas drinks, 

and the thought of spending 24 

hours with your extended family 

is giving you anxiety. Argh!

We put so much pressure  

on ourselves to make sure  

that everything is perfect at 

Christmas time, when in actual 

fact, behind the scenes, it can  

be more intense than a Bush 

Tucker Trial. We spoke to 

expert organiser Nicola Lewis 

(@thisgirlcanorganise) – who 

has streamlined the homes of 

celebs including Gemma Collins 

and Zoe Ball – to 

find out how she 

stays on top of 

things over 

Christmas. We’ve

also uncovered

some celebs’ tips

and tricks to find

out how they

survive the 

seasonal period

without poking

their eyes out.

Nicola Lewis
prepares

with games

#
7
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Get orGanised
Before December even arrives, 

Nicola recommends getting  

a plan together. “With life being  

so busy and us being so time-poor, 

Christmas does become quite 

overwhelming for people who 

aren’t naturally organised,” she 

says. “I’m afraid I’m that smug 

friend who’s done everything.”

Fellow smugster Holly 

Willoughby also gets on top of  

her Santa duties early. “I’m all 

wrapped up [by the beginning of 

December]. I love Christmas so 

much that I want to really enjoy 

December without panicking 

about shopping and wrapping.  

I like to do nice things, like going 

to see The Nutcracker and Elf, and 

we’ll go to Winter Wonderland in 

Hyde Park. I just want to enjoy it.”

Olympic diver Tom Daley 

revealed he’s a secret list lover, 

adding, “My big top tip would be

to write lists way in advance

of what you need to get. For

example, a list of who you

need to buy gifts for and

what to buy them, and

check it off as you go.”

Chrissy Teigen (who

we think might be our

Christmas spirit

animal) says of her

laid-back approach,

“I take things one day at

a time. This year, I just

feel like it really just snuck

up so quickly.” We hear you!

Luckily for us, Nicola has

created a fool-proof schedule (see

right) that will guarantee you nail

it this Noël. “It’s designed to help

you think about what needs to be

done, and then you can break it

down through each week so it’s not 

overwhelming,” she tells us. “Start 

off with your general ideas about 

what you want to do and what’s 

important for you – do you want  

to see panto? Do you want to book 

a nail appointment? Do you  

need to order the food or book  

a restaurant? Then, spread it  

out over the Christmas period.”

entertaininG 

hacks
Whether you’re bulk-buying 

vol-au-vents or calling in the 

caterers, Christmas can be a 

stressful time for those who are 

entertaining – especially with so 

much

expectation

on the big day. Lorraine Kelly has

some words of wisdom. “Think

of Christmas simply as Sunday

lunch that’s grown a bit big for its

boots,” she says. “Also, delegate

as much as you can. If friends are

coming over, assign them tasks.

Someone can bring the starter,

another can make the trifle, and

others can supply the crackers, 

games to play, DVDs to watch  

and sweeties to eat.” 

Sam Faiers admits that she’s 

kept things more relaxed since 

becoming a mum. “When I was 

younger, I used to love glitter 

tights, so I’d wear them with a little 

dress,” she says. “But for the last 

two years, since I had the babies, 

I’ve dressed smart-ish for dinner 

then,straight

away, swappedthat

outfit for pyjamas.

Now I have kids, I’m

all about being cosy.”

If you’re stressed about

the footfall in your house

rivalling that of shoppers on

Oxford Street, Nicola has some

tips to keep things manageable.

“Before anyone arrives, give

yourself 30 minutes and walk

around with a timer, allocating

a certain amount of time per

room. Remove stuff that doesn’t

belong in that space – I always put

everything that needs to be sorted

out into my bedroom, as hardly

anyone ever goes upstairs.

Remember that people are

coming to see you and not your

home. The perfect time for me

is when the house is getting

filled with memories and  

there are glasses everywhere.” 

But if you really can’t bear the 

chaos, take a tip from Freddie 

Flintoff, who says, “Go away at 

Christmas or book a restaurant.  

I know everyone likes Christmas 

at home, but you can open up your 

gifts, spend time at home and play 

around with all the presents, go 

out and get something to eat and 

come home or else you’ll be

washing up all afternoon.”

stayinG sane
Hands up if you’re guilty of trying 

to see everyone in your contacts 

list before Christmas Eve – as if 

December is the last chance you’ll 

ever get to see them? Nicola’s 

advice is to just say no. “Otherwise 

you won’t have any time to see your 

family – and that’s the whole point, 

isn’t it?” she says. Fearne Cotton 

agrees, saying, “People feel like 

‘My top tip is to write lists
way in advance’ tom Daley 

Jada Pinkett Smith
gives the gift of time 
to her HUGE family

For Fearne,
Christmas 
is about
supporting
friends

#
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Five weeks to go…

Life
hacks

home

YoUR PANiC-FRee PLANNeR
Note dowN gift ideas, postage deadliNes aNd must-have foodie bits

FoUR weeks to go…

thRee weeks to go… two weeks to go… oNe week to go…

Christmas is non-stop joy, and  

that’s so not the case. You’re not  

a freak for not feeling happy.  

If you do feel down, seeing 

someone you can offload onto is  

a good way to feel less alone.”

And if playing Santa is going  

to leave you in the red, think very 

carefully before you buy. “This 

sounds quite cheesy, but the gift  

is spending time with people you 

care about,” Nicola explains. “We 

have been guided to consume so 

much – you have advent calendars, 

Christmas Eve boxes, and it’s got 

out of control. This year I’m doing 

a reverse advent calendar, so each 

day I’ll give something to charity. 

Also, I know it’s controversial, but  

I think it’s cool to re-gift things.  

It’s a sensible and economical 

thing to do – it’ll save you money.”

As Jada Pinkett Smith (a lady 

who could afford anything) says, 

“If you let go of the whole idea of 

receiving gifts, then Christmas  

is truly about communion and 

being with the family. That’s what 

I look forward to.” n 

ideAs

Panto

Visit Santa

Food

Tree

Decorations

How to make 
a difference

Tom Daley
dives right

into festive
list-making

Lorraine Kelly
gets her guests 

to muck in

Sam Faiers
dresses for
dinner…

…then gets
straight back
in her PJs

#
7
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I
nspired by the innovative

laser and light facials at

their Californian clinic,

this duo from Skin Laundry

delivers impressive results

clean, bright and nourished

skin, with a simple, easy

skincare routine.

With its scent of fresh linens,

the Gentle Foaming Wash’s

gentle-but-effective sensitive-

skin formula rinses away dirt,

excess oils and impurities

without over-drying or irritating,

leaving skin feeling clean and soft.

The Essential Daily

Moisturiser is the perfect

lightweight antioxidant cream.

It helps boost hydrating

hyaluronic acid and essential

skin proteins for mega-moisture

and strength. Japanese apricot

extract and French Polynesian

kopara help restore skin-barri

function for a

and h

■ Never missing an issue
■ We will deliver for FREE
■ The only celebrity
magazine you need
■ Receive this beauty
bundle from Skin Laundry

PRINT ONLY

£6 a month when you pay

by direct debit

DIGITAL ONLY

£4.80 a month when you

pay by direct debit

Subscribe today
& benefit from:

Choose from 2 options

@ greatmagazines.co.uk/heat

& get This Skin 
Laundry duo 
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ANTHONY HOPKINS
IS OSCAR-WORTHY IN 

THE TWO POPES

GAME OF THRONES
THE FINAL SEASON

 COMES TO DVD

MRS MAISEL
IS BACK FOR A MARVELOUS

 NEW SEASON

DERMOT 
HOSTS THE X FACTOR: 
CELEBRITY LIVE FINAL
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T
he cheesy over-the-top thriller might be the 

greatest of all genres, and we’re in a golden 

period for them right now on TV. Currently 

BBC1 is giving us the weekly adrenaline injection 

of Gold Digger, with Julia Ormond trying to work 

out if her hot young boyfriend is a wrong’un. 

Recently, Netflix gave us What/If, which gave 

classy Renée Zellweger the chance to camp it up 

for ten spectacularly crazed episodes, And their 

sexy stalker thriller You is back soon for a new run.

But now AppleTV+, the young streaming 

contender on the block, is blowing them all out  

of the water with M Night Shyamalan’s new series, 

Servant. Shyamalan is a master of the bonkers 

twisty thriller, of course, and for this project  

he’s teamed up with Brit writer Tony Basgallop, 

who created underrated BBC1 whodunit  

What Remains a few years ago, to come up with

what is a giddily twisted, deliciously bizarre affair.

It starts out as a weird nanny story, as rich couple

Dorothy (Lauren Ambrose), who’s a famous news

reporter, and Sean (Toby Kebbell) – a high-end

chef, take on weird, religious young lady Leanne

(Nell Tiger Free) to look after their newborn son.

But in the middle of the opening episode, there’s a

stunning moment – so wild you’ll probably have to

pause and rewind just to check it really happened

– which instantly turns the whole premise on its

head. And it only gets crazier from there. 

With lush interiors (Dorothy and Sean live in a

Philadelphia mansion complete with wine cellar),

brilliant acting and lavish cinematic production

values, Servant is the Rolls-Royce of OTT thrillers.

The genre gauntlet has truly been thrown down.

MYTOP3
SHOWSONTV

MY VERDICT ON…

Servant 

As a king, I should 
really have 

servants

BOYD’STVLAND
All the week’s news, views and erm, things to amuse from Boyd Hilton, heat’s King of TellyTM

Prepare to be
creeped and
freaked

Elton John: 
Uncensored

An hour in the company of 

Graham Norton and Sir Elton 

filmed at Elt’s Nice home,  

full of glorious stories  

and memories.

BBC1, Thursday, 9pm

The Sinner
BBC4 is showing the riveting 

second season of the US 

drama, in which Bill Pullman’s 

detective investigates a 

weird cult led by Carrie Coon.

BBC4, Saturday, 9.10pm

Eight Days
Scary and often darkly  

funny German drama about 

what would happen if the 

world was about to end  

in eight days.

 Sky Atlantic, Tuesday, 10pm

AppleTV+, now streaming

IF YOU LIKE…
SHERLOCK
THEN TRY…
VIENNA BLOOD

Sherlock writer Steve Thompson 

wrote this Sherlock-y series about  

a duo of detective Oskar Reinhardt 

(Juergen Maurer) and psychoanalyst

Max Liebermann (Matthew Beard) 

investigating crimes in 1900s Vienna.

BBC2, Mondays, 9pmSuper 
sleuths
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The Unmissables

OWEN CAST
AS CLINTON
British star Clive Owen has been
cast as President Bill Clinton in the
forthcomingseries Impeachment:
American Crime Story, which will
tell the story of Clinton’s 1998
impeachment. Owen will star
alongside Booksmart’s Beanie
Feldstein as Monica Lewinsky
and Sarah Paulson as Linda Tripp.
It’ll air next year.

KELLY JOINS
LINE OF DUTY
Kelly Macdonald (The Victim)
will star as the guest lead in the
next series of Line Of Duty. She
will play DCI Joanne Davidson,
the senior investigating officer
in an unsolved murder case,
whose unconventional conduct
raises suspicions. The sixth
series begins filming next year.

BACK TO LIFE AGAIN
Daisy Haggard and Laura Solon’s excellent comedy 
series Back To Life will be back next year for a welcome 
second series. The show starred Haggard (Black 
Mirror, Uncle) as Miri Matteson, who returned to her 
seaside family home after 18 years in prison for a crime 
she committed as a youngster. The show is produced 
by Two Brothers pictures, of Fleabag fame.

TV NEWS

HER VISITS 
ATOWN
ector David Fincher (Se7en,

working on a prequel series
c film Chinatown, with that
ter Robert Towne working
t. Showbiz bible Variety
ill focus on the exploits of
ake “JJ” Gittes, played by
son in the original movie.

“Perhaps
wallpaper

would have
been better”

“Anyone got
a cigar?”

Backwhencollars
werebigandnoses,

erm,tapedup

NewKelon
theblock
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LEWIS AND RICCI
DON YELLOWJACKETS
Juliette Lewis (Cape Fear) and Addams 
Family star Christina Ricci will star in 
Yellowjackets, a US drama series about  
a team of talented high-school girl soccer 
players who survive a plane crash in the 
Canadian wilderness. The series traces  
their descent into cannibalism. Yes, really.

OLDMAN
LEADS
THE SLOW
HORSES
Legendary actor
Gary Oldman will
star in AppleTV+
drama series Slow
Horses, based on
Mick Herron’s
bestselling spy novel
series of the same 
name, about a genius 
MI5 spy exiled for his 
mistakes. Former 
Veep scribe Will 
Smith will write and 
executive produce.

They struck
gold getting

Old… man

Which would
you rather eat?

#
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Sayit’snotso

“This is the worst
presentever”

’Enders Is that a banana or is Ben just happy to see
Callum? Having been grumpy about Cal becoming
a cop, Ben’s now offering arrest tutorials!

Thiscannot happen, thank you
Billy belongs with Honey (when she sees sense), and more 
importantly, queen Karen belongs with a Prince Charming. So let’s
ignore this pic of Karen looking like she’s going to kiss Billy, shall we?

WorstChristmas ever for Arthur
Arthur turns into a right Scrooge when he hears that Jai and Archie
will spend Christmas with him and Laurel. While Laurel is optimistic it
will work, little does she know that Arthur continues to bully Archie.

SOAP
DISH

Kay’s

Kay Ribeiro welcomes you to Soaptopia

EMMERDALE

EASTENDERS

PIC OF 
THE WEEK!

SPOILER 
ALERT!

MEL’S FINAL
REVENGE
It’s what she would’ve wanted... 

EASTENDERS

BALLUM

CORNER

“I do?”

L
isa’s overcome with 

emotion at Mel’s 

funeral and flies into a 

rage when everyone praises 

Sharon for footing the bill. 

As tempers fray, Lisa goes  

ballistic, calling Sharon a 

murderer and dropping the 

bombshell that Phil isn’t the 

father of Shaz’s baby. Phil 

goes an alarming shade of 

crimson and immediately 

sets about discrediting Lisa. 

But when he goes snooping 

around hers and finds out 

she is taking her meds, he  

has to consider that Lisa just 

might be telling the truth. 

And when he later sees Shaz 

and Jack together , he goes 

berserk

*Blub*
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Luke faces his fears
Luke’s in a bad way next week. When Sienna sees his hand
seize up, she tells him about her dad Patrick and his motor
neurone disease, so he books a hospital appointment.
Nervous about it, he asks Darren to go with him, but what will
the tests show? Meanwhile, Damon admits to Brody that he
was happier living a lie with Maxine than he is now. Oh dear.

Victoria’s worst nightmare
It’s bad news for Victoria, as not only does Wendy move into
the village, but when she gets contractions and panics that
the baby is coming early, Wendy is the one to help. In other
baby news, Kim is on the cusp of revealing the DNA results
when Andrea starts bleeding and fears she’s miscarrying.

Kel gets called out
When Paul tells Bernie he thinks there’s insufficient evidence  
and Kel will probably get off, Bernie decides to take matters 
into her own hands and defaces his security photo in the 
precinct – and, in doing so, unwittingly jeopardises Paul’s case.  
Elsewhere, Seb and Emma kiss (woo!) and Daniel’s struggling.

Life’s not so sweet for Honey
Poor Honey has put up with a lot, but now the moment for her 
to wake up and smell the love rat has come. First Iqra asks her 
about Adam’s secretary “Sally” – a woman who only exists in 
cheater Adam’s imagination – and then she spots him flirting 
with a woman at the bar in The Vic and sees red.

TheUnmissables

aLso THis weeK...
’enders

corrie

HoLLyoaKs

emmerdaLe

corrie

It’s the moment of truth for Michelle next week as she

walks up the aisle to join her unfaithful fiancé at the

altar and has to decide whether she can go through

with marrying him. While every fibre of her

being is livid about how he has 

treated her, when she hears his 

heartfelt vows,will she be 

temporarily thrown off 

course and say I do?  

And how will the 

congregation react 

when Tyler barges  

into the wedding and 

accuses Robert of 

doing in his mother?

decision Time
for micHeLLe

Phil ain’t happy
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REVIEWS
Everything ents that gets a big yes from us this week

The Unmissables

CERT 12A, 130 MINUTES, IN AS 29 NOVEMBER

KNIVES OUT
THE PLOT After wealthy crime

novelist Harlan Thrombey (Plummer)

is found dead in his countryside

mansion the morning after his 85th 

birthday party, all his family become 

suspects. Private detective Benoit 

Blanc (Craig) shows up, secrets  

come spilling out – and it’s hard to say 

which of them has the bigger motive 

for killing him. Meanwhile, Harlan’s 

loyal nurse Marta (de Armas) knows 

more than she’s letting on.

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? The

whodunnit genre may no longer be

fashionable, but writer-director Rian

Johnson (Star Wars: The Last Jedi) 

approaches it with evident gusto, 

giddily toying with the characters he 

has created. Among a splendid cast, 

Chris Evans particularly relishes his 

role as the spoiled-playboy grandson.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? Craig is 

another of the cast evidently enjoying 

himself, but you might struggle to buy 

him as a private eye from the Deep 

South (whose acuity sometimes 

seems rather to lag behind his 

self-confidence, by the way).

VERDICT Murder On The Orient 

Express last year was all very well, but 

we did know how it was going to end. 

Kudos to Johnson for coming up with 

a new crime-solving character and an 

original story that’s enjoyably twisty 

and, frankly, an absolute hoot. 

HHHH Charles Gant

Starring: Daniel Craig, Ana de Armas, Chris Evans, Jamie Lee Curtis, Toni Collette, 
Michael Shannon, Christopher Plummer Director: Rian Johnson

1

Put your 
weapon away

“Look at  me. 
Don’t look at 
the room…”
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WHO’S WHO IN 
WHODUNNIT 
KNIVES OUT

DANIEL 
CRAIG  
BENOIT BLANC
Playing a Louisiana-
accented version  
of Hercule Poirot, Daniel 
brings ample suave 
confidence, while also 
having more fun than  
he usually does as 007.

MICHAEL 
SHANNON 
WALT
Harlan’s son Walt is the 
CEO of his publishing 
company, and wants to 
exploit his father’s book 
catalogue with screen 
adaptations… if only  
Dad would agree.

JAMIE LEE 
CURTIS 
LINDA
A real-estate mogul 
who runs her company 
with the support of her 
husband (Don Johnson), 
Harlan’s daughter Linda 
makes a big show of not 
needing his money.

TONI
COLLETTE
JONI
The wife of Harlan’s
deceased son, lifestyle
guru Joni needs his cash
to pay the college fees of
her daughter – support
that he may have been
about to withdraw.

ANA DE
ARMAS 
MARTA
The Cuban actress 
who appeared in Blade 
Runner 2049 has landed 
a plum role here, as the 
loyal nurse who turns  
out to be at the centre  
of all the action.

TV

MUSIC

FILM

BOOKS

APPS

THEATRE

THE
CULTURE KEY

DVD

Pat Butcher is 
in this film?
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THE PLOT Crime fighters Sabina

(Stewart) and Jane (Balinska)

swoop in when programmer Elena

(Scott) blows the whistle on tech

corporation Brock’s incredible  

new energy source, Calisto,  

which is about to be turned  

into a lethal weapon and sold  

off to the highest bidder.

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? The film

has a few smart ideas: watching

civilian Elena earning her spurs as

an Angel creates a nicely relatable 

centre to the story; ditto the female 

skew on the hierarchy at the  

so-called Townsend Agency.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? The 

Calisto storyline is pretty average.

VERDICT Despite bonus treats, 

including Sam Claflin as conceited 

CEO Alexander Brock and Noah 

Centineo as Elena’s assistant,  

this isn’t really a must-see.  

HHH Charles Gant

      Charlie’s Angels
Cert 12A, 118 minutes, in cinemas 29 November

Starring: Kristen Stewart, Ella Balinska, Naomi Scott Director: Elizabeth Banks

2

If we can’t ever have Reeves and

Mortimer’s sublimely ridiculous BBC

sitcom House Of Fools back for a

third series (a dream that seems very 

unlikely indeed, seeing as series two 

was in 2015), then we’re more than 

happy to devour this new series of the 

duo’s revived ’90s show. This typically 

surreal opening episode welcomes 

Judge Nutmeg, who coincidentally 

looks exactly like Bob, as he dispenses 

punishment to a member of the studio 

audience. The Ghost Hunters are out 

searching for spooks, while Bob takes 

it upon himself to deliver a very special 

performance. HHHHH Jason Arnopp

Vic & Bob’s  
Big Night Out

BBC4, Wednesday 
4 December, 10pm

“Give us that copy
of Vogue or else”

Vic-triloquist?
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A
mazon initially ordered

two seasons of this show,

but it proved so popular

that they dipped back in for this 

third season. During the first two 

runs, we enjoyed watching middle-

class housewife Midge (Rachel 

Brosnahan) try to start a whole 

new life as a stand-up comic in 

late ’50s New York City. There was 

victory at the end of season two, 

when singer Shy Baldwin offered 

Midge a six-month support slot. 

More confusingly, though, dashing 

doctor Benjamin (Shazam!’s 

Zachary Levi) proposed to her, 

even though she’s married to Joel 

(Michael Zegen). As season three 

starts, Midge finds that tour life 

with Shy isn’t quite the ego-boost 

she’d imagined. Meanwhile,  

Joel struggles to support her. 

★★★★ Jason Arnopp

When the slate of Apple’s streaming

shows was first announced earlier this

year, we were perhaps most excited

about this series, which takes as its theme

the burgeoning popularity of true crime

podcasts. Octavia Spencer (Hidden

Figures) plays podcaster Poppy Parnell,

who discovers new evidence that leads her

to want to reopen the murder case that

made her a media phenomenon. Breaking

Bad’s Aaron Paul stars as the man she

helped put behind bars, who may have

been wrongfully convicted. The first three

episodes arrive on Friday, then the rest

will land weekly. Boyd Hilton

The
Marvelous
MrsMaisel

Amazon Prime,
Friday 6 December

Truth Be Told
Apple TV+,

 Friday 6 December

5

4
#

8
7

Head of the
pod squad

Preview

“Those Charlie’s
Angels can
dream on”
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THE PLOT Argentina’s Cardinal 

Bergoglio (Pryce) is summoned to 

the Vatican, where Pope Benedict 

(Hopkins) has a surprising proposal. 

Could the man we now know as  

Pope Francis be just what the  

Papacy needs?

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? Veteran 

stars Pryce and Hopkins deliver  

a masterclass of subtle acting, 

exploiting the playful screenplay 

from ace scribe Anthony McCarten 

(Bohemian Rhapsody).

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? 

Despite nice direction by Brazil’s 

Fernando Meirelles, this may not be  

the kind of movie you feel you need  

to see on the big screen.

VERDICT Coming to Netflix very soon, 

here’s another one from the streaming 

platform – after The Irishman and 

Marriage Story – with major Oscars 

buzz. HHHH Charles Gant

The
TwoPopes

Cert 12A, 126 minutes, 
in cinemas 29 November

Starring: Jonathan Pryce, 
Anthony Hopkins, Juan Minujín 

Director: Fernando Meirelles

I
f you share the

ongoing fascination

with serial killers, you’ll

find yourself absorbed by

this two-hour-long dose

of true crime. The doc

focuses on Israel Keyes,

who the FBI consider

to be one of the most

meticulous and calculated

murderers that they’ve

ever confronted. Keyes

was arrested in Texas in

March 2012, for the

murder of 18-year-

old Samantha

Koenig, who he

kidnapped from

a coffee stand in

Anchorage, Alaska.

Even seven years later,

Keyes seems to be an

enigma, so there’s plenty

for this film to discuss

and, hopefully, reveal.

HHH Jason Arnopp

MethodOfA
SerialKiller
Sky Crime/NOW TV,

Sunday 1 December, 9pm

Multiple
murderer

IsraelKeyes

“This is embarrassing,
but our hats match”

The Unmissables
#

8
8
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 The eighth and finalseason of GoT aired 

earlier this year on Sky Atlantic and was 

derided by some fans for not delivering 

the kind of ending they were after. But  

in thecold lightofday,apart fromthe

admittedly disappointing way the  

show dealt with Lena Headey’s Cersei – 

arguably its best character – the last six 

episodes were pretty extraordinary, 

astonishinglyepicandasboldand

ambitious as the series has always been. 

Now the whole lot is available to buy, and 

the extras include ace documentary The 

Last Watch, loads of commentaries and 

deletedscenes. ★★★★★ Boyd Hilton

Game f Thrones: seasons 1-8
          DVD/Blu-ray, out Monday 2 December

Catch these box-set beauties, too…

8

Motherland
series1&2
DVD, OUT MONDAY 2 DECEMBER

The second series of the comedy

about the challenges of parenthood is  

a major step up from first, which was  

pretty damn good anyway. This time, new

character Meg (Tanya Moodie) causes a stir, 

particularly with Anna Maxwell Martin’s 

Julia. Among the highlights are a glorious 

Halloween episode, a trip to the country and 

a traumatic sports day. ★★★★★ Boyd Hilton

Frayedseason1
DVD, OUT MONDAY 2 DECEMBER

This very funny and original 

comedy set in the ’80s flew 

slightly under the radar when it aired on Sky

recently. It’s written by and stars Australian

comedian Sarah Kendall, who plays a rich

London housewife forced to return to the 

small town she grew up in Down Under  

after her husband suddenly dies. With her 

reluctant teenage kids in tow, she faces  

a scary new challenge. ★★★★ Boyd Hilton

TheWarOf
TheWorlds
DVD, OUT MONDAY 2 DECEMBER

While previous adaptations of 

HG Wells’ 1898 novel have updated their 

settings to the present day, the BBC placed 

this classic story in the Edwardian era. The 

unusual contrast between period drama 

and alien tripods gives it a real advantage, 

while Rafe Spall and Eleanor Tomlinson’s 

underplayed performances keep the whole 

thing grounded. ★★★★★ Jason Arnopp

DVD 
Box Sets

“However do
you get those
plaits so neat?”

Behold the
human

laughter line

“So that’s
where all my

hairspray
went”

“Yikes! Scary
giant heat

reader”
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O
ne of the best things

about this hectic celeb

reboot of The X Factor

has been how Simon Cowell is

basically improvising the rules as

he goes along, live on TV, to the

point of even deciding to change

the next series in the franchise

from the planned X Factor: All

Stars to X Factor: The Band in

the middle of this crazy process.

And that series starts next week.

Anyway, tonight we get two full

hours in which the remaining 

celebrities take to the stage  

in the hope of getting votes  

from the audience at home and 

encouragement from the panel

of judges. Dermot O’Leary will  

try to keep order, or else let the 

anarchy get unleashed. 

HHHH Boyd Hilton

10
The X Factor:

Celebrity
Final

ITV, Saturday

30 November, 7.10pm

#
9

0

9

T
here is something incredibly soothing 

about watching the talented artists in  

this competition creating beautiful works 

of art. Though, we imagine the process is  

a tad more stressful for the artists themselves 

– particularly the last three, who have made it 

to this tense final (no spoilers of which three, 

in case you’re behind). The trio now find 

themselves at Battersea Power Station for their 

last challenge, where the artist of the winning 

painting will receive a £10,000 commission 

for a work that will form a permanent part of 

Battersea Power Station’s displayed collection. 

No pressure, then. HHHHH Kay Ribeiro

Landscape Artist Of The Year 2019
Sky Arts, Tuesday 3 December, 8pm

At their happiest
 in the spotlight

“We could 
stand here 
all day, tbh”

#
9

0
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A
t the start of this year, it was

confirmed that this sixth season

of Vikings would be the show’s

last. While that’s a shame, we do at least

have 20 weekly episodes left to watch,

and some other shows don’t even last that

long. We rejoin the bloody action and hot

Danish actors six months after the battle

of Kattegat, and Björn Ironside (Alexander

Ludwig) is finding it a struggle to be king –

especially as his mum Lagertha (Katheryn

Winnick) wants to leave her days as

a shield-maiden behind. Meanwhile, Ivar

(Alex Høgh Andersen) meets his match

with Prince Oleg.★★★★ Jason Arnopp

vikings
Amazon Prime,

Thursday 5 December 11

THE PLOT Stoner duo Jay (Mewes)  

and Silent Bob (Smith), first seen in Kevin 

Smith’s classic no-budget indie hit Clerks  

in 1994, embark on a road trip to Hollywood 

to stop a movie reboot of a comic-book 

based on their lives.

WHAT’S RIGHT/WROnG WITH IT? There 

were no UK critics’ screenings of this latest 

comedy from writer/director Smith, but we 

fully expect it to be a typically outrageous, 

subversive and funny take on 

sequel, reboot and remake movie 

culture, complete with cameos 

from the likes of Ben Affleck,  

Matt Damon and Adam Brody.

VERDICT Kevin Smith fans won’t 

need any encouragement to seek 

out this return to his raucous, self-

referential comedy world. Others  

may be more bewildered. Boyd Hilton

     Jay & Silent Bob reboot
Cert 15, 105 minutes, in cinemas 29 November

Starring: Kevin Smith, Jason Mewes, Harley Quinn Smith 
Director: Kevin Smith

“Vikings is
ending?
WHAT?”

“no way am 
I growing 
a beard”
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Anna And The 
Apocalypse
Blu-ray, Monday 2 December

Frothy musical
horror comedy,
which is a bit like Glee 
meets Shaun Of The 
Dead. Ella Hunt plays 

high-school student Anna, 
whose best bud, John (Malcolm 
Cumming), is secretly in love 
with her, while her arrogant ex, 
Nick (Ben Wiggins), wants her  
to come running back to him.  
A literal song and dance is made 
out of all these high-school 
japes, then suddenly, a full-on 
zombie apocalypse breaks out, 
with highly entertaining results. 
HHHH Liam Wright

Films 
onDVD

The Angry Birds Movie 2
DVD/Blu-ray, out 2 December

For a sequel to a film based on 
a mobile phone game, this is
surprisingly enjoyable. It all
kicks off in Angry Birds world 
when a new threat puts both 

Bird and Piggy Island in danger, so Red
(voiced by Jason Sudeikis) and his birdy 
pals team up with their rival pigs to save 
the day. Also features the voices of Josh 
Gad, Peter Dinklage and Rachel Bloom. 
HHH Boyd Hilton

Fast & Furious 
Presents: 
Hobbs & Shaw
DVD/Blu-ray, 

out 2 December
That clunky title 
means this is a Fast  
& Furious spin-off 
rather than a simple 
sequel to the eight 

previous films. It stars Dwayne 
Johnson and Jason Statham as 
US federal agent Luke Hobbs 
and former bad guy Deckard 
Shaw, respectively, who team 
up to foil Brixton Lore (Idris 
Elba), a rogue MI6 agent with 
cyber-genetic superhuman 
abilities. Lore’s plan is to deploy 
a virus to decimate the single 
species that most threatens our 
planet – mankind. The action 
set-pieces are great, and The 
Rock and The Stath make for  
a fun team. HHHH Boyd Hilton

13

Non-Fiction
DVD/Blu-ray, out 2 December

French drama from writer/director 
Olivier Assayas (Personal Shopper) 
set in the Parisian publishing world. 
Editor (Guillaume Canet) and his 
actress wife (Juliet Binoche) are 

trying to cope with love affairs (everyone is 
secretly sleeping with someone they shouldn’t 
be), midlife crises, and the challenge of “going 
digital”. It’s quite talky, but highly amusing and 
intriguing at the same time. HHHH Liam Wright

That is so not
how you put

lipstick on

“Hey, who you
callin’ angry?”

“You need 
a hat like
mine, chaps”

Just two
handsome
snooker balls,
out for a stroll
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THE PLOT Tasmania, 1825. At a British 

army base, transported Irish convict 

Clare (Franciosi) has served her 

sentence, and anticipates freedom  

with her husband and infant child.  

After seeing shocking acts of violence 

by the amoral Lieutenant Hawkins 

(Claflin), she follows him across the 

outback seeking revenge, guided by 

Aboriginal tracker Billy (Ganambarr).

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? Australian 

filmmaker Jennifer Kent (The 

Babadook) has conjured up a vividly 

powerful and heart-wrenching tale.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? Be 

aware that the violence – including 

sexual violence – is brutal.

VERDICT Unsurprisingly 

rated 18 by the UK censor, this 

gripping drama hooks from 

the get-go, energised by a 

captivating central performance 

from Game Of Thrones’ Franciosi. 

HHHH Charles Gant

     The 
Nightingale
Cert 18, 136 minutes,

 in cinemas 29 November

Starring: Aisling Franciosi, Sam 
Claflin, Baykali Ganambarr 

Director: Jennifer Kent

I
n this hour-long 

festive delight, the 

gadget gang are 

spending Christmas in 

a stately manor house. 

Naturally, before they 

settle down to eat, they 

decide to deck the halls 

with the latest tech 

gadgetry. In the kitchen, 

Georgie and Jon try out 

a bunch of kitchen tech, 

while Ortis and Craig are 

charged with putting 

on a hi-tech party. 

Rather randomly, their 

guests include the UK’s 

oldest identical twins. 

In a further departure 

from the whole 

“gadget” 

theme, Jon 

leads everyone 

off on a frosty 

festive walk to 

hunt down the ultimate 

Christmas tree. We’re 

convinced it will be  

gadget-laden, though. 

HHHH Jason Arnopp

The Gadget Show 
Christmas Special
Channel 5, Friday 6 December, 7pm

Merry
Tech-mas!

Everybody
needsgood
neighbours

Baddie
level: 100

#
9

3
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Sabrina Grant and Helen Skelton 

join forces to help two British 

families reduce their online spend 

by £1,000, without compromising 

on what they buy. Turns out that  

a simple change to the way we buy 

airline tickets online could cut the 

cost of a holiday by hundreds of 

pounds, and we could be spending 

less on the same clothes. The frugal 

duo also demonstrate how to 

haggle online. HHH Jason Arnopp

Here’s the second episode of this 

four-part series, in which celebrated

actors explore their grandparents’ 

extraordinary wartime stories. This

time around, actor Mark Rylance 

delves into the incredible WW2 

story of his grandad Osmond 

Skinner, who spent almost four 

years as a Japanese prisoner of war.

The whole thing is made all the more

interesting by Rylance being a peace

campaigner who finds his views 

tested. HHH Jason Arnopp

HowToSave
£1000Online
Channel 4, Tuesday 3 deCember, 8pm

MyGrandparents’War
Channel 4, Wednesday

 4 deCember, 9pm

TV 
Documentaries

Bravo Channel 5 for dedicating a whole

week to animals and, more importantly,

their wellbeing. Five charities, RSPCA, 

Scottish SPCA, Blue Cross, Donkey 

Sanctuary and Wildlife Aid Foundation, 

have teamed up with Channel 5 to help 

raise funds for the safety, care and welfare 

of all animals over the festive period. Fun 

offerings include Brian May and Steve 

Backshall returning with their Help The 

Hedgehogs campaign (Monday, 8pm), 

dog trainer Graeme Hall visits stars with 

mischievous mutts in Celebrity Dogs 

Behaving (Very) Badly (Thursday, 8pm), 

and Nina Wadia, Susan Calman and 

Michelle Visage bring the chuckles with 

Funniest Ever Pets At Christmas (Friday,

8pm). Expect five days of off-the-scale

cuteness and, as always, donate where

you can. HHHH Kay Ribeiro

HelpThe 
Animals Week
Channel 5, from monday

 2 december, 8pm

16

17

Show us the
money!

Natty hats,
chaps

Denise, Eddie, and
naughty dog Tilly

“Oh look, a
chamber full
of donkeys”
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This final head-to-head debate before 

the actual election on 12 December 

is controversial for a number of 

reasons. First, it’s taking the place 

of the great Would I Lie To You? 

(which could also be an alternate 

title for the debate itself) in the BBC1 

Friday night schedule. Second, it 

will feature PM Boris Johnson in a 

one-on-one situation with leader 

of the opposition, Jeremy Corbyn, 

with no space for Lib Dems leader Jo 

Swinson, who took ITV to court when 

they made the same decision for 

their TV debate, but lost. This debate 

will be chaired by Today presenter 

Nick Robinson and comes live from 

Southampton. HHHH Boyd Hilton

The Prime Ministerial Debate
BBC1, Friday 6 December, 8.30pm

Road trip
Each month, Boyd Hilton
picks the hottest must-watch
shows from NOW TV

As we head into the chillier winter

months, we can at least get transported

to the sunnier climes of Down Under

with this beautifully filmed, eight-part

Sky original comedy-drama set in

Australia. Multi-talented comedian Tim

Minchin created the show, and stars as

an ageing rocker trying to take a prized

upright piano 2,500 miles from Sydney

to Perth. He’s joined on the journey by

a tough teen runaway (the superb Milly

Alcock), and together they take off on

a wild ride, set against a backdrop of

stunning desert vistas.

Upright
STREAMING 28 NOVEMBER
ON NOW TV (SKY ATLANTIC)

THE BEST ENTERTAINMENT
ON YOUR TELLY

For the latest and best shows,
and unmissable movies, simply

visit nowtv.com/heat
and start streaming now!

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

BIGTV
Boyd’s 

PLUS, DISCOVER THE LATEST AND BEST SHOWS WITH THE NOW TV ENTERTAINMENT PASS
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Chunter,
waffle etc
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RYAN SEACREST
WEEKDAYS, 7PM – 9PM,

SATURDAYS 10AM-12NOON

The best-connectedmanin

Los Angeles comes direct

from Hollywood every

weekday with the 

biggest showbiz 

stories. With  

big-name 

guests including 

Christina 

Aguilera, Oprah 

and JT – there’s 

no one Ryan  

can’t get!

THE UNMISSABLE

THIS WEEK...

LISTENONFREEVIEW716, 
HEATRADIO.COM,

THE FREE HEATRADIO APP 
OR SMARTSPEAKERS 
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“A Burberry
trench, please”

“Spendingmoneyfor
nextyear’sholidayto

DisneyWorld!!!”

“Lots of nice soft
blankety things”
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Iknoweveryone
inshowbiz: fact

LUCY
FORD
SUNDAY

10AM-12NOON

heat’s very own

entertainment

queen (and Reese

Witherspoon’s

No.1 fan), Lucy is

here with a weekly

round-up of all

the best celebrity

stories from heat.

“A holiday to the
Maldives for one

please!”

THIS WEEK’S  

BURNING  

QUESTION

In honour of the 
heat Gift Guide, 

what do you want 
for Christmas?

JORDAN 
LEE
WEEKDAYS

4PM-7PM

He’s auditioned for 
Britain’s Got Talent, 
run gym classes for 
Angie and Calum Best, 
and even been a ballet 
dancer! But the best 
thing on Jordan’s CV is 
playing heat  bangers 
to get you home.

“Supreme bandana 
box logo hoodie”

“Richard Madeley 
wearing nothing but 

a Santa hat”

“A Build-A-Man”



The all-seeing Jan Jacques tells you  
what the stars have in store this weekHeatoscopes

Tuesday 26 November - Monday 3 December

ARIES 20 Mar-19 Apr

Nothing can put you off your stride  

right now. A sweet Venus aspect

helps you toughen up and thrive,

and could also spell prosperity.

Not a bad start to the week. And

while you are busy being impressive, 

don’t forget those kindnesses so

appreciated by loved ones.

LUCKY MINDSET: Unshakeable
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TAURUS 20 Apr-20 May

Something magical and mystical

beckons for you this week. Mars

in your 7th house of love hints at

a need for, or the arrival of, someone 

spiritual. You want guidance of

a less grounded nature. Work-wise, 

it’s back down to earth as you solve  

a prickly problem.

LUCKY VIBE: Mysterious

GEMINI 21 May-20 Jun

Don’t feel guilty about saying no for 

once. As Alan Carr, also a Gemini, 

says, “A true friend never asks of

you what they know you would never 

ask of them.” Meanwhile, this week’s  

new moon marks a money move,

possibly something to do with  

new work or a pricey decision.

LUCKY ATTRIBUTE: Gumption

LIBRA23Sep-22Oct

Shake off sluggishness and leave

lethargy at the door. Your health

and work planet shifts, leaving

you fresh and focused but help

by trying to eat more healthily.

Meanwhile, someone close may

dream up a way to indulge you.

LUCKY SONG: Demi Lovato’s

Skyscraper

LEO 23 Jul-23 Aug

Don’t stress over festive shopping. 

For your loved ones, it is the 

thought that counts. Coco Chanel 

(a Leo) said, “There are people

who have money and people who

are rich.” Plus, a Mercury aspect

means heartfelt family support.

LUCKY BLESSING:  

Being cherished

AQUARIUS 20 Jan-18 Feb

You’re a realist and not a pessimist. 

But troubleshooting at work  

can drag you down. To lighten  

up, delegate what you can, then 

organise a good night out with 

friends. Meanwhile, Neptune’s 

shift suggests finances easing  

up – finally, a pinot budget!

LUCKY LOAD: A lot lighter

SAGITTARIUS 22 Nov- 21 Dec

If life feels confusing, fret not. 

Focus on what you can control  

and try to forget what you can’t. 

This time next week, the fog will 

have lifted. Meanwhile, Venus’ 

move into your money house 

suggests a small opportunity  

will grow if you give it a chance.

LUCKY AIM: Tuning out the static

CANCER 21 Jun-22 Jul

This week, you are the gift that keeps 

on giving. A super-strong sixth

house hints at fresh work challenges,

which you meet head-on (but

do compensate with downtime).

Elsewhere, you may need to rescue

someone close who is snowed under.

LUCKY DESCRIPTION: Bountiful

SCORPIO 23Oct-21Nov

Being cautious in love is no bad

thing (thank Venus’ shift). You ma

crave connection and a good chat

trumps sex or wealth. Congrats,

Scorpio you’re all grown up.

Elsewhere, resist pressure

to jump on a bandwagon.

LUCKY MISSION: Communicate

VIRGO  24 Aug-22 Sep

Generous Virgo loves splurging  

on others. And a sweet Venus 

aspect means happy money spent

on kids and childlike figures in

your life. But no need to overdo it.

Meanwhile, do you really have to

spend time with a negative friend?

LUCKY LOWDOWN:

Kind, but no pushover

PISCES 19 Feb-19 Mar

You are a grafter and needn’t worry 

about work niggles, which may now 

emerge. Carry on, and when Jupiter 

shifts next week, all should be clear. 

Closer to home, a disruption in  

the community, perhaps with 

neighbours, is vexing but brief.

LUCKY ENDGAME: The fog lifting

CAPRICORN 22 Dec-19 Jan

It’s the little things in life that give 

us the most joy. And Venus in your 

sign brings a whole host of these to 

your job. Enjoy, because very soon 

a big chance (and pressure) will 

come. Elsewhere, it’s time to let 

loved ones know how much you 

value their support.

LUCKY IDEA: Smelling the roses

BRITNEY SPEARS
2 DECEMBER 1981

ZOE KRAVITZ
  

CELEB
SUDOKU

Because doing it with

numbers is way too easy

Each of the four blocks must
contain all the celebs - ie
Amanda, Jay Z, Nicki and

Adele for the A-list grid – within
its squares. Each celeb can
only appear once in a row,

column or box.

A-List Z-List

RITA ORA
26 NOVEMBER 1990
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NEW YORK CITY, 29 NOVEMBER 2006

When Cameron,
Jude and Kate
had a Holiday
Christmas is so close, we can smell the

mulled wine meaning it’s now more

than acceptable to exclusively watch

festive films every night. And while

Love Actually tends to reign supreme

(damn you, Hugh Grant, and your dad

dancing), we’ve always had a soft spot

for The Holiday. After all, any movie

that plonks Cameron Diaz into a snowy

Surrey cottage and gets her to make

out with Jude Law is alright with us.

And don’t even get us started on Kate

Winslet and Jack Black’s cute flirting.

So, this photo of three of the

four leading actors (guessing Jack

was taking the pic) at the film’s New

York premiere gives us all the festive

feels. The best bit? Kate Winslet’s

clearly thinking the same thing as us:

WTF has Cameron done to her hair?

The greatest 
threesome that 

never happened. 
Or did it?
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ON
SALE
NOW!

TOTHECONSUMER:
Handthiscouponovertoyournewsagent
toget£1offyourcopyofheatStyleBook.
Thisvoucherisvalidfortheissueonsale

26 Nov 2019-4 Dec 2019, while stocks last. 
This coupon cannot be used in conjunction 

with any other offer and is not valid on digital 
editions. Only one coupon per transaction 

and is not redeemable for cash. 

TOTHERETAILER:
BauerMediawillredeemthiscouponat
itsfacevalueprovidedthatithasbeen
takeninpartpaymentfortheissueof
heat Style Book on sale 26 Nov 2019- 

4 Dec 2019. This voucher mustbe 
returned in settlement to your supplying 

wholesaler by 4 March 2020.

TOTHEWHOLESALER:
Pleasecredittheretailerforanormalsale
andforwardbothyourclaimandactual
voucher(s)bytheclosingdateof4June
2020. Please make one claim to Bauer 
Media Coupon Redemptions, PO Box 
508, Leicester, LE94 0AL; making sure 

your claim identifies your offer. 

HAND THIS COUPON OVER TO YOUR LOCAL NEWSAGENT 

TO GET £1 OFF YOUR COPY OF HEAT STYLE BOOK

GET £1 OFF
HEAT STYLE BOOK
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 Caroline’s 

South African 
proposal

CHERYL: 
‘NADINE’S 

NOT AS 
SWEET AS 

SHE SEEMS’

Katie’s BYOB 
weddingKA

BEINGSO 
ROWS WITH DAVID OVER HIS

Posh

KIM &
KANYE
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On the COver 
4 Posh and Becks are bickering
over where to spend Christmas 
12 Loved-up Caroline Flack 
knows exactly where she wants 
boyfriendLewistopropose…
15While NadineCoyle isbusy
winninghearts intheJungle,
Cheryl is frettingaboutwhather
formerbandmatemightreveal
18Despitestillbeingmarried
toKieran(oh,andhavingno
cash)KatiePrice isgearingup
forher fourthtrotdowntheaisle
20Holdontoyourdeerstalker
–ColeenandRebekahVardy
arefinallygoingtohave itout
57 TheheatCelebGiftGuide
ishere–andit’sAMAZING!

AlsOintheissue
16All the latestnewsfrom
theI’mACeleb jungle
31MileyCyrus is single…again?
Wecanbarelykeepup!
40 EmiliaClarkonherfirst
singingrole,whatshe loves
aboutChristmas,andhow
EmmaThompsonbecame
herbestboozingbuddy

WeArit’sAt
51 Dropit like it’shawt:
LittleMixXPrettyLittleThing
rangehasarrived!
52 Fluffywinterwarmersto
helpyousnuggleupinstyle

lifehACks
75 Celebs’ tipsonhowto
haveastress-freeChristmas

theunmissAbles
84 DanielCraig andToni
Collette joinanall-starcast
incomedy-thrillerKnivesOut
89 Alleightseasonsoftheepic
GameOfThroneshave landed
onDVDintimeforChristmas
95BoydHiltonbringsyou
thehottestmust-watchshows
fromNOWTV

CelebemplOyeeOf theWeek

Kylie Jenner might have
to fork out for a new
money box – she’s just
sold a 51 per cent stake
in her cosmetics empire
for a cool $600million.
The 22 year old can add
this to her growing list
of achievements, after
being named the
youngest self-made
billionaire earlier this
year. Kris – one very
happy Momager, we
imagine – assured fans
that Kylie wasn’t about
to ditch the company.
Apparently, she plans
to pass it on to Stormi.
Now that’s one hell of a
pocket-money payout.

kylie
Jenner
fOrhAvinGA
GreAtpAyDAy

heat
meets
emilia

clarke

4048

54

84

knives 
out

haveyourself
acheesymovie
christmas… WhyWe❤asos

Every issue, we award a star 
this prestigious honour for services to celebrity that go above and beyond the call of duty…
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Lady in red
(but not with
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here to spend

Christmas is an

argument that 

most couples have 

every year, and  

it seems that 

Victoria and David 

Beckham are no 

different. The pair are said to be “at 

war” over what they are doing for the 

festive season, as Posh is keen for  

a cosy family Christmas at their 

Cotswolds home, while David is 

desperate for them to spend it in 

Miami to get to know his new 

stomping ground as he launches his 

football team there early next year. 

Talk about first world problems.

“David and Vic have been rowing 

non-stop about where they’re going  

to be spending Christmas this year,” 

an insider tells heat. “Vic’s tearing her 

hair out, as she doesn’t know how 

she’s going to pull everything together 

in time when they still haven’t 

decided. She had really set her heart 

on the whole family being together in 

W

It’s all kicking off

Posh& Be

Posh: wants 
the family to 
be together

Chris
bust-

#
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deep

Diving into the

big story of the week

the Cotswolds for a traditional 

Christmas, but David wants to shake 

things up by hiring somewhere in 

Miami, to get to know his new 

temporary home. He wants to  

show the people of Miami that  

he is dedicated to the city, people  

and its football club.”

We’re told, in an ideal world, 

Victoria would celebrate Christmas 

with David and their children – 

Brooklyn, 20, Romeo, 17, Cruz, 14, 

and eight-year-old Harper – with 

members of their extended family at 

their country mansion. However, 

with David’s parents being divorced 

and his dad in a new relationship, he is 

finding it difficult and thinks it would 

be easier if just the six of them were 

together in the sunshine.

“Ever since David’s parents split,  

it’s been difficult for him to see both  

of them during the festive season,  

or decide who to prioritise,” says the 

source. “It’s even harder this year, 

now Ted [his dad] has his girlfriend 

Hilary to consider. He would rather 

   Chez Beckham

& Becks’
Becks: wants 
Christmas in 

Miami

stmas
t-up #

5
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deep

see both sets of parents separately 

in the lead up to the holidays, and 

then fly out somewhere hot where 

they can all let their hair down. 

He’s suggested that they split  

their Christmas in two – with 

early celebrations in the UK with 

both sides of the family – but Vic  

has dismissed this as ridiculous. 

She knows it’s awkward for him to 

decide who to invite, as Ted and 

[his mum] Sandra won’t want to 

attend together if Ted’s got his 

girlfriend there. But she doesn’t 

understand why that means they

have to fly halfway around the

world when they could be at home

with all their creature comforts

around them. She feels he’s being

selfish, and has told him so.”

We’re told the 45-year-old

fashion designer is keen to

spend some quality time with her

44-year-old husband over the

holidays, as they have more or less

beenleadingseparatelivesrecently,

due to work commitments. While

in America last week, Posh said, agreeing to just go away for New

Year, something they have done

often in the past.

“Vic’s trying to remain positive

and give the impression that she’s

happy and fun to be around right

now but secretly she’s miserable,

as she’s got no idea what’s going

on for Christmas, and it’s really 

starting to bother her,” heat’s 

insider adds. “She’s begged David 

to just grant her this request of 

having a traditional family 

Christmas, and then they can go 

wherever he wants for New Year. 

She thinks New Year’s Eve in 

Miami would be a lot of fun,  

and they can invite some of their 

friends to join them. It could be the 

best of both worlds.” n Kate Randall

“David is watching the kids, and

we swap. When I’m at home, he’s

away, so one of us is always there

looking after the kids.”

The insider adds that Vic knows

that they’ll be spending more time

apart next year, and is considering

giving in to David for an easier life.

But she thinks the

kids would rather

be in the

Cotswolds

as it’s so festive,

and Harper,

especially, gets

excited about 

spending  

time there at 

Christmas. 

They’ve been 

there the past 

couple of years 

and have made  

lots of new 

traditions, which 

Vic is keen to 

continue.G
e
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“Vic feels as though it’s a taste

of things to come next year, with

David wanting to spend more and

more time in the US, and she feels

as though her voice is not being

heard enough in the household,

and that everything is on David’s

terms,” our insider says. “But she

doesn’t want them to be going into

the holidays feeling miserable,

so she’s already thinking about

giving him what he wants. Once

again, they’ve found themselves

at opposite ends of the spectrum,

wanting very different things,

which only seems to highlight that 

everything between them is not as 

great as they always try to make 

out on Instagram.”

Vic  has made no secret of how 

much she loves Christmas, and 

we’re told the last thing she wants 

is for her and David to be arguing, 

especially when they have worked 

so hard to get their marriage back 

on track. She’s said to be hoping 

David will compromise by 

‘Vic feels as
if her voice is
not being
heard enough’

TheBeckhams
celebratingtogether
intheCotswolds
lastChristmas

That outfit totally 
won’t work in 
Miami, Santa

What a 
carve-up!

#
7
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htse100

TheSTAR Exchange
Whose stock is rising andfallinginthecelebrity market in this week

POSHFANS
They may be two of the most 

famous women in the world, 

but that didn’t stop Kim and 

Kourtney Kardashian acting 

like fangirls when they posed 

alongside Victoria Beckham  

as she launched her new beauty 

line. Wonder if they got any  

free products?

SISTER-IN-LAW
SUPPORT

ActressElsaPatakyhad

adigatMileyCyruslast

week.Afterbeingasked

howbrother-in-law Liam

Hemsworthwasdoingafterhis

splitfromMiley,Elsasaid,“He’s

astrong boy,”and,“Ithinkhe

deservesmuchbetter.”

OLDSCHOOL 

GLAMOUR
Seriously, is there  

a look that Beyoncé 

can’t pull off? Whether 

it’s hot pants, a leotard 

or a ballgown, Queen 

Bey always looks 

amazing in it, and  

this old-school 

Hollywood dress 

from last week was  

no exception.

CHELSEABUMPS

Where did that come from? She

only announced her pregnancy three

weeks ago,butMillieMackintoshwas

blooming as she proudly showed off her

baby bump while on holiday in Miami.

  SAFE BET

GOODPERFORMANCE

 STOCK RISING

GOINGDOWN

 BUY! BUY!BUY!

DOCTOR’S

APPOINTMENTS
After graduating in 1992,

Amanda Holden was given an

Honorary Doctorate of Letters

from Mountview Drama

School, and wasted no time in

letting her Instagram followers

know that she’s now Dr Holden.

 WORTH  AN  INVESTMENT

CASHING
IN

CASHING
OUT

Hands up if you 
think Beyoncé is 

awesome

UNDERWEARSALES
After “evaluating” their marketing

strategy, Victoria’s Secret have

cancelled their famous catwalk

show. Perhaps they’d realised that

it’s outdated, and makes 99 per cent

of the female population depressed.

SELL!SELL!SELL!

SINGLEGIRLS
The new Celebs Go Dating

line-up was announced last

week, and we’re already

predicting a sisterhood

between ex-TOWIE star

Amy Childs and Love

Island sweetheart Amy

Hart. Bring on the lads!

STOCK FALLING

JOB SECURITY
We’ve only just got to grips with 

Olivia Colman in the role, but 

we’ve already found out Imelda 

Staunton is set to replace her as 

Queen Elizabeth in Netflix’s The 

Crown. We bet Helen Mirren’s 

already on the phone to her agent.
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P
oor Princess Beatrice.

All she wanted was one

special day when, finally,

all eyes would be on her. 

But sadly, Bea’s dream wedding  

is looking less and less likely – and 

she’s only got dad Prince Andrew 

to blame. Last week, Andrew 

entered the history books of PR 

disasters, after giving what many 

have described as a “car crash”

interview. In a Newsnight special

supposedly orchestrated by

the Duke himself to address

stories about his connections

with late convicted sex offender

Jeffrey Epstein, and deny claims

that he’d had sex with a 17-year-

old girl he upset viewers by

failing to show any sympathy

for Epstein’s victims.

While it’s believed Andrew

had hoped to draw a line under the

allegations, his televised chat with

Emily Maitlis has had the exact

opposite effect. Within days, the

Duke had become a pariah, with

companies and charities moving 

swiftly to disassociate themselves 

from him. Then came the final 

humiliating blow: the Queen 

reportedly ordered him to step 

down from royal duties and  

forfeit his £250k-a-

year salary from

the tax payer.

In a statement,

Andrew said, “It

has become clear

to me over the last

few days that the

circumstances

relating to my

former association

with Jeffrey

Epstein has

become a major

disruption to my

family’s work…Therefore, I have

asked Her Majesty if I may step 

back from public duties for the 

foreseeable future, and she has 

given her permission.”

The Epstein stories and 

Andrew’s effective banishment 

from public life have also had  

a negative impact on his 

Her dad’s ‘car-crash’ interview has messed up her big day

Bea: ‘My wedding 
has been ruined’

PRINCE ANDREW SCANDAL

Duringthe
Newsnight
interview

Walking Eugenie 
down the aisle, 2018
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relationship with his daughters.

“Beatrice and Eugenie want

to bury their heads in shame,”  

a Buckingham Palace insider tells 

heat. “Beatrice is already stressed 

enough planning her wedding, but 

this has really tipped her over the 

edge. She finds it so embarrassing, 

and feels that everyone is judging 

her because of her dad. She’s 

worried he won’t be able to walk her 

down the aisle, and a TV wedding  

is now totally out of the question.

She’s waited

so long for her

moment in the

spotlight, and

it’s been ruined.”

Beatrice

announced her engagement to

property tycoon Edoardo “Edo”

Mapelli Mozzi in September,

almost a year after her sister 

Princess Eugenie married wine 

merchant Jack Brooksbank in  

a lavish, televised ceremony at 

Windsor Castle. At the time, then- 

single Beatrice was labelled the 

“Bridget Jones” of the royal family. 

While it’s been reported that 

Beatrice and Edo

were planning

a smaller do in 2020, 

heat understands she 

still wanted a wedding  

fit for a princess. But 

with Andrew having 

to keep a low profile, 

we’re told Bea’s 

wedding is “collateral 

damage”.

Ironically, insiders 

say one of the reasons

Andrew agreed to the

Newsnight interview

was so that he could

clear his name and

walk Beatrice down

the aisle with his

“head held high”.

But while he

“categorically”

denied being privy to

Epstein’s crimes, viewers raged

about his lack of remorse, and

the “jaw-dropping” excuses he  

gave for the allegations against  

him – one being that he couldn’t 

have slept with then-17-year-old 

Virginia Roberts on the night she 

claimed, because he took

Beatrice to a party at Pizza

Express in Woking. 

Now, we’re told, Beatrice is 

desperately weighing up her 

options for her big day and hoping 

nothing else takes the shine off. n

‘They want 
to bury their 

heads in shame’

With Virginia Roberts, 
then aged 17, who has 
filed a suit against him 

With Canadian 
socialite  Pascale 
Bourbeau in 2007

With convicted 
sex offender 
Epstein, in 2015
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This week
we’re
obsessed
with

A south Africa
proposal for C

C
aroline Flack has been

dropping hints all over

the place that she’s

ready to get engaged

to model boyfriend Lewis Burton,

and we’re told she’d love for it to

happen in South Africa.

The TV presenter headed out to

CapeTownrecentlytofilmapromo

for the winter Love Island, which

starts in January, and an insider

tells heat, “Although she wasn’t

there long, Caroline fell in love

with the country. She can’t wait to

go back in January,

and wants Lewis

there. It would

be a great place

to get engaged.”

The 40 year old

made the most of her short trip

dining, sunbathing, and visiting

the penguins on Boulders Beach.

As well as writing “CF❤LB” in

the sand, Caz captioned a penguin

 She wants her very own Love Island romance

‘she thinks
Lewis is 

the one’

snap, “Mate for life”, which can 

surely only mean one thing –  

she’s got marriage on her mind.  

Lewis clearly missed her – he  

was there to meet her at Heathrow 

Airport and they embraced as if 

they hadn’t seen each other for 

months. They then had a date night 

at the VIP launch night of Winter 

Wonderland in London’s Hyde 

Park. heat saw them looking very 

loved-up together in the bar area.

The couple have been dating for 

around four months now and have 

definitely fallen hard for each other. 

After Lewis surprised Caroline 

with a 40th birthday party in early 

November, she told the 27 year old, 

“I’ll keep you forever.” She recently 

teased fans by wearing a ring on her 

wedding finger, and sharing a photo 

that she captioned, “On a rooftop in 

LA during a marriage proposal.” 

However, our source tells us that 

while Caroline “didn’t want to get 

Their romantic
airport reunion
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can 
Caroline?

P-P-Pposing
onBoulders

Beach

Someone’s
smitten…

engaged on her birthday”, she 

thinks “January could be the 

perfect time”. The insider adds, 

“Things are really good between 

her and Lewis at the moment after 

a rocky patch a few months ago. 

They are both committed to each 

other and are having a great time.”

The couple were seen arguing in 

Ibiza in October, but Caroline is 

now focused on the future – one 

that not only involves a hefty pay 

packet for a twice-yearly dose of 

Love Island, but also, potentially, 

an engagement ring.

“Caroline thinks South Africa  

would be the perfect place for 

Lewis to propose. It would make 

the first winter Love Island 

something to really remember,” 

says the insider. “At first her 

friends were concerned about 

whether he was serious, but they 

say she hasn’t been this happy  

in a long time, and they think 

Lewis is good for her.”

When Caroline first started 

dating Lewis, she admitted to 

putting work before relationships. 

“I feel guilty for it sometimes. I feel 

like maybe I’m 

being selfish.”  

It seems  

she might be 

reorganising  

her priority list.

“Caroline isn’t 

putting any 

pressure on 

Lewis,” we’re 

told. “But she 

thinks he’s  

The One and 

would love to  

get engaged.” n

Footloose and
ring-free –

for now…

Snuggles 
at Winter

Wonderland
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I
t’s safe to say there’s not a lot

of love lost between Cheryl

and Nadine Coyle, and with

Nadine winning over the public

on I’m A Celeb, it looks as if their

fallout is only going to get worse.

We’re told Cheryl has been glued

to the TV watching her former

bandmate in the jungle, and is

worried about how well Nadine is

coming across. Her fear being that,

given the pair’s history, everyone

will think Cheryl is the mean one.

“Nadine being popular is playing

on Cheryl’s mind,” says heat’s

insider. “She thinks that if Nadine

comes across well, people will

start to question why she doesn’t

get on with Cheryl and start

blaming her. The last thing Cheryl

needs right now is to have to watch

Nadine be all sickly sweet, trying

to get everyone on side. She thinks

that Nadine isn’t as nice as she

makesout,butisusingtheshow

torelaunchhercareer,sosheneeds

thepublictofallinlovewithher.”

Since Girls Aloud split in 2013,

both women have been fairly vocal

about their strained relationship,

This week
we’re
obsessed
with

She’s keeping an eye on her ex-bandmate

Butnot
everyoneis

convinced…

Nadine’s
winning fans in

the jungle

why Cheryl is 
terrified of Nadine

with Nadine claiming that Cheryl

and her best friends, Kimberley

Walsh and Nicola Roberts, left her

and Sarah Harding out. Nadine

also claimed the rest of the girls

decided to split up the

band without telling

her, to which Cheryl

responded, “She’s

full of shit.” However,

when quizzed about

her bandmates on I’m

A Celeb, Nadine said

they got on fine and

changed the subject.

She also branded

claims she’d fallen out

with Cheryl as “fake

news”, despite them not speaking

to each other for six years.

And while Nadine has kept

a dignified silence so far, Cheryl

still has concerns that she might

end up spilling her secrets. “Cheryl

and Nadine’s history is not pretty,

so Nadine being on TV every

night has got her worked right up,”

our insider says. “She feels Nadine

has nothing to lose by mouthing

off. They rubbed each other up

the wrong way in the band

there were so many petty

jealousies that created a really

toxic environment. She’s just

waiting to hear what Nadine will

say about her.”n

Girls Aloud in their 
(catfighting) heyday
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S
he entered the jungle

all guns blazing,

promising to prove

she’s no “pushover”.

And so far, Jacqueline Jossa’s

risen to the challenge, standing

her ground with her fellow

campmates and facing some of her

biggest fears including having

her head encased in a helmet full

of spiders. And it’s safe to say that

no one’s been more surprised than

husband Dan Osborne, who’s only

ever known his wife to bolt at the

sight of a creepy crawly. Speaking

to heat, Dan who shares Ella,

four, and one-year-old Mia with

This week
WE’RE
OBSESSED
WITH

You went on a night out at

a charity do last week and

were immediately slammed

for chatting to other  

women – how do you deal  

with the scrutiny?

I went to a charity ball with my 

management team, but I get 

criticised whatever I do. Pictures 

get taken, even when you can’t see 

my manager standing right next to 

me when I’m talking to 

people. It gets a bit boring, to 

be honest, and everyone 

around me knows the truth

 that’s all that matters.

Jacqueline said she

hates spiders – are you

in charge of removing

them at home?

Well, I’ve always been the

one to deal with the spiders,

but I think it’s safe to say

that, after that helmet 

challenge, she can definitely

help out with the spiders

in the house.

Is she an argumentative

person?

Only when she’s hangry.■

The I’m A Celeb star’s surprised everyone – including her husband

Dan: ‘Jac can deal
with the spiders now!’

There’s room on  
my next cruise for 
Adele Roberts

Jac – talks manning the fort

at home, cheering her on from

the other side of the world, and 

how they deal with rumours that 

he’s cheating…

 

Has Jacqueline surprised you?

She really has. But I know how 

determined she is – when she 

wants something, she gets it. She’s 

really shown that – the spiders in 

the helmet challenge was a massive 

deal for her.

Have the kids watched  

any episodes?

They haven’t seen any of it yet, 

because they’re obviously in bed. 

They just think Mummy has gone 

to work. I don’t want to show them 

clips of Mummy being scared.

How’s daddy-duty going  

at home?

It’s what I do when she’s working, 

anyway, so it’s not really any 

different. She’s just not coming 

home at the end of the day. We are 

very good at sharing the duties 

when we are working. I have 

discovered that I can’t stand  

an untidy utility room, though.

DanandJac
withtheirkids

You’ll all be 
wearing one of 
these next year

Indiana Jones 
wants his hat back

#
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I’m a CelebrIknees Which famous faces can We see
lurking in those jungle knees?

T
hey’ve been dodging

rumours that they’re

engaged (or even dating) for

two years now, but Caitlyn Jenner

and her partner Sophia Hutchins

are inseparable sharing a home

and a dog. So, unsurprisingly,

Sophia’s finding it a smidge tricky

being so far away from her

companion especially when

she sees Caitlyn, 70, upset.

Speaking on Lorraine last week,

the 23-year-old said she’d

“freaked out” when Caitlyn

got tearful in the jungle, and

questioned her decision to be

The star is REALLY missing her partner

there. “When you throw in these 

challenges and she is crying, it has 

been gut-wrenching to watch,” she 

said. “We don’t have any way of 

communicating, which is really 

difficult to deal with. It’s pretty 

tough and hard to watch.”

Still, she insisted that Caitlyn 

was well up for the challenge  and 

said she’d be backing her 100 per 

cent. Days later, Sophia went on 

Caitlyn’s Instagram, telling fans 

she was running the account while 

the reality star was away. “We are 

all rooting for her… in the USA!” 

she wrote. “Go CAITLYN!”

The couple, who live together  

in Malibu, have never formally 

acknowledged their relationship 

 with Caitlyn recently answering 

questions about her love life by 

saying, “I have a lot of friends.”

Still, it must be nice knowing she

has a very good friend in Sophia,

who is also a transgender woman. 

Not sure we’d trust any of our 

mates with our Insta password. n

sophia: ‘It’s been
gut-wrenching 
watching Caitlyn’

‘We don’t have any way
of communicating’

I’M A 
CELEB
gossip

donald trump?

nadine coyle

abraham lincoln?

caitlyn jenner

charlie chaplin?

kate garraway

It must be serious 
– she knows her 
Insta password!

“I’m missing  lots of 
episodes of KUWTK”
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Pricey by name, budget by nature

issue. And with Katie due in court 

before Christmas to find out whether 

she’ll be made bankrupt after failing  

to pay off her creditors, it’s unlikely  

that will change any time soon. But 

instead of attempting to sort out her 

finances, we’re told the mum of five  

is distracting herself with wedding 

planning – and attempting to mask  

the smell of horse dung.

“She’s saying that some fairy lights 

and flowers will spruce the stables up 

nicely, but it smells of manure – she’s 

been looking into getting scented 

candles to hide the stench,” says our 

source, who adds, “For the dress, she 

wants it to be a tribute to her past looks 

 she’s planning to customise some  

of her old wedding dresses. She can’t 

afford catering and she’s putting  

a ‘bring your own bottle’ stamp on  

the invitation, as she has no intention  

of providing free booze. She’s

even looking to see if she can

get a registrar who will do it

free for the exposure, but, so

far, she hasn’t had any takers.”

If all that wasn’t enough to

derail the wedding of her

dreams, Katie’s apparently

got an additional problem

to solve  the effects of her

recent surgeries. We’re told

she’s been complaining she

“can’t feel her own face” after

having three face-lifts in the

past two years. 

With numb cheeks adding

to her woes, it’s unlikely that

Katie will be a blushing bride.

Until the smell of manure

kicks in. n Charlotte oliver

Katie & Kris’ 
BYOB wedding

This week
we’re
OBsessed
with

S
addle up, guys, because  

Katie Price is feeling bridle! 

According to insiders, the 

former glamour model isn’t 

letting her recent run of bad press –  

not to mention her surgery scars and 

potential bankruptcy – get in the way of 

love. Instead, she’s lifting her spirits and 

putting plans in place to say “I do” yet 

again this time, in her horse stables

to on/off beau Kris Boyson. But there

are just a few snags in her plans for a

dream day she’s still legally married

to Kieran Hayler. Oh, and she’s broke.

“Katie has been looking at ideas for

another wedding, but at a seriously

cut-down price,” says an insider close to

the star, who’s been married three times

and had countless vow renewals. “She 

can’t afford anything fancy, but she’s 

convinced she can still make it special. 

She’s decided to have the reception at 

her so-called ‘mucky mansion’ and is 

planning to use the outdoor stables  

for the ceremony.”

Ironically, Katie, 41, and Kris’ 

relationship is anything but stable.  

The volatile pair only just rekindled 

their year-long romance, after Katie 

dumped the personal trainer over the 

summer for toyboy Charles Drury (who 

subsequently graded her a one-out-of-

ten in bed in a newspaper). Meanwhile, 

despite splitting from Kieran in May 

last year, she’s still not finalised their 

divorce – with money being an ongoing 

At her vow 
renewal to 
Alex Reid

‘she can’t 
afford to do 
anything fancy’ 
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